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Abstract

Van der Waals semiconductor heterostructures could be a platform to harness hot photoexcited carriers
in the next generation of optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices. The internal quantum efficiency of
hot-carrier devices is determined by the relation between photocarrier extraction and thermalization
rates. To improve the performance of the devices based on hot carriers, it will be meaningful to extract
the carriers well before thermalization and utilize them to do external work. This requires a deep
understanding of the scattering processes through which the hot carriers loose energy. In the case of
intrinsic materials, around band edges carriers thermalize mainly via scattering with phonons. We
present a theoretical study of photocarrier or hot carrier dynamics in 2D materials namely graphene,
transition metal dichalcogenides and cadmium telluride due to electron-phonon interaction. Using the
relaxation-time approximation with parameters determined from ab-initio, we study the thermalization
dynamics over a wide range of excitation energies and temperatures for the photoexcited carriers. Our
calculations include contributions arising from all phonon branches in the first Brillouin zone, thus
capturing all relevant inter- and intraband carrier transitions due to electron-phonon scattering. Our
findings can be inferred by pump-probe spectroscopy.

In the case of graphene, we show that the photocarrier thermalization time changes by orders
of magnitude, when the excitation energy is reduced from 1 eV to 100 meV range. Our results are
supported by an explicitly solvable model. In detail, the ultrafast thermalization takes place on a
femtosecond timescale via optical phonon emission and however, slows down to picoseconds once
excitation energy becomes comparable to the optical phonon energy quanta. In the latter regime,
thermalization times exhibit a pronounced dependence on temperature. Thanks to the high melting
point of graphene we extend our studies up to 2000 K and show that such high temperatures reduce the
photocarrier thermalization time through phonon absorption.

In single-layer transition metal dichalcogenides, the photocarrier thermalization times reveal strong
dependencies on the peculiarities of the phonon spectrum and the electronic spin-orbit coupling. The
lifted spin degeneracy around the band edges suppresses the scattering processes and hence slowing
down the thermalization of carriers. Moreover, the hole thermalization time behaves differently in
MoS2 and WSe2 because spin-orbit interactions differ in these seemingly similar materials. We
predict that the internal quantum efficiency of a tunneling van der Waals semiconductor heterostructure
depends qualitatively on whether MoS2 or WSe2 is used.

For CdTe, we report our theoretical predictions on photocarrier dynamics in an ultimately thin
(about 1 nm) CdTe slab and compare with the bulk CdTe crystal. The unit cell of monolayer corresponds
to a four-atom-thick slab when the bulk parent crystal in the zinc blende phase is cleaved along the
[110] facet. We find that the photocarrier thermalization time is strongly reduced, by one order of
magnitude for holes and by three orders of magnitude for electrons, once the CdTe crystal is thinned
down from the bulk to a monolayer. Most surprisingly, for monolayer CdTe, the electron thermalization
time becomes independent of the electron excess energy up to around 0.5 eV, when counted from the
conduction band minimum. We relate this peculiar behavior to the degenerate and parabolic lowest
conduction band that yields a constant density of states in the 2D limit.
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Zusammenfassung

Van der Waals Halbleiterheterostrukturen könnten in Zukunft in der nächsten Generation optoelektron-
ischer oder photovoltaischer Geräte Anwendung finden um die Energie heißer photonisch angeregter
Ladungsträger (engl. hot photoexcited carrier; Im Englischen wird das Wort “hot” verwendet, da die
Energieverteilung einer höheren Temperatur als der Umgebungstemperatur entspricht, und deshalb
hier mit “heiß” übersetzt.) zu nutzen. Die interne Quanteneffizienz von Bauteilen auf der Basis heißer
Ladungsträger ist durch das Verhältnis der Raten der Entnahme und der Thermalisierung der photonisch
angeregten Ladungsträger bestimmt. Um die Performance solcher Festkörperbauteile, die mit heißen
Ladungsträgern arbeiten, zu verbessern, müssen die Ladungsträger entzogen werden und externe Arbeit
verrichten, bevor sie thermalisieren. Dies verlangt ein grundlegendes Verständnis der Streuprozesse,
durch die die heißen Ladungsträger Energie verlieren. Im Fall von intrinsischen Materialien, thermal-
isieren die heißen Ladungsträger im Bereich der Bandkanten vor allem durch Streuung mit Phononen.
Wir präsentieren theoretische Betrachtungen der Dynamik von photonisch angeregten Ladungsträgern
in 2D-Materialien, nämlich Graphen, Übergangsmetalldichalkogeniden und Cadmiumtellurid unter
dem Einfluss der Elektron-Phonon-Wechselwirkung. Mit Hilfe der Relaxationszeit-Näherung, deren
Parameter mit der Dichtefunktionaltheorie bestimmt werden, untersuchen wir die Thermalisierungsdy-
namik über einen großen Temperatur- und Energiebereich der Ladungsträger. Unsere Berechnungen
enthalten Beiträge von allen Phononenzweigen der ersten Brillouinzone, also alle relevanten, durch
Elektron-Phonon-Streuung auftretenden Übergänge. Unsere Ergebnisse können experimentell mit
einer Pump-Probe-Spektroskopie überprüft werden.

Im Falle von Graphen zeigen wir unterstützt durch ein explizit lösbares Modellsystem, dass sich die
Thermalisierungszeit der photonisch angeregten Ladungsträger um drei Größenordnungen ändert, wenn
die Anregungsenergie von 1 eV auf 100 meV verringert wird. Genauer gesagt, findet die ultraschnelle
Thermalisierung auf einer Femtosekunden-Zeitskala durch Emission von optischen Phononen statt,
wird aber langsamer und findet im Pikosekunden-Bereich statt, sobald die Anregungsenergie ungefähr
so groß ist wie die Energiequanten der optischen Phononen. Im letztgenannten Bereich hängt die
Thermalisierungszeit deutlich von der Temperatur ab. Wegen der hohen Schmelztemperatur von
Graphen untersuchen wir Temperaturen bis 2000 K und zeigen, dass derart hohe Temperaturen die
Thermalisierungszeiten der angeregten Ladungsträger durch die Absorption von Phononen verringern.

In TMDC-Monolagen hängen die Thermalisierungszeiten photonisch angeregter Ladungsträger
stark von der Form des Phononenspektrums und der elektronischen Spin-Orbit-Kopplung ab. Dir
aufgehobene Spin-Entartung um die Bandkanten unterdrückt die Streuprozesse und verlangsamt
dadurch die Thermalisierung der Ladungsträger. Außerdem verhalten sich die Thermalisierungszeiten
in MoS2 und WSe2 unterschiedlich aufgrund unterschiedlicher Spin-Orbit Wechselwirkungen in diesen
scheinbar ähnlichen Materialien. Deshalb erwarten wir, dass die interne Quanteneffizienz einer van
der Waals Halbleiter-Tunnel-Heterostruktur (tunneling van der Waals semiconductor heterostructure)
qualitativ davon abhängt, welches dieser beiden Materialien benutzt wird.

Für CdTe zeigen wir unsere theoretischen Vorhersagen über die Dynamiken photonisch angeregter
Ladungsträger in einem hauchdünnen (etwa 1 nm) CdTe-Stab und vergleichen sie mit den Ergeb-
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nissen für einen CdTe-Festkörper. Die Einheitszelle einer Monolage entspricht einer vier Atome
dicken Scheibe, die aus dem ursprünglichen Festkörperkristall in der Zinkblenden-Phase entlang der
[111]-Ebene herausgeschnitten wurde. Wir finden heraus, dass die Thermalisierungszeit photonisch
angeregter Ladungsträger deutlich verringert wird, um eine Größenordnung für die Löcher und drei für
die Elektronen, wenn man vom Kristall zur Monolage geht. Überraschenderweise wird die Thermal-
isierungszeit unabhängig von der überschüssigen Energie der Elektronen (gemessen von der Bandkante
aus; engl.: electron excess engery) in einem Bereich bis 0.5 eV gesehen vom Leitungsbandmini-
mum. Wir erklären das mit dem entarteten und parabelförmigen niedrigsten Leitungsband, das im
zweidimensionalen Grenzfall zu einer konstanten Zustandsdichte führt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The key factor in increasing the performance of a digital electronic device is to increase the number of
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFET). This can be achieved by decreasing the
gate length. At present, a single processor can have up to a few billion of MOSFET with a gate length
of less than a few ten of nm as shown in Fig. 1.1. Making a device smaller will allow a faster response
time which is one of the focuses of present-day technological advancements. The downscaling of
transistors based on the conventional materials has reached a fundamental limit due to the current
leakage, production costs, etc [1].

Figure 1.1: Evolution of MOSFET gate length in production-stage integrated circuits (filled red circles)
and International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors targets (open red circles). With decreasing
gate lengths the number of transistors per processor incorporated in a chip has increased (blue stars).
To maintain these trends new materials like graphene and TMDCs are being investigated. Reprinted by
permission from Springer Nature: Springer Nature, Nature Nanotechnology @2002 Ref. [1].

Another drawback of the conventional materials can be seen in the photovoltaic (PV) solar panels.
The present-day solar cell market is dominated by silicon, due to its abundance and low manufacturing
cost [2]. In the lab, the maximum PV conversion efficiency recorded for various silicon based solar
cells is less than 30% [3]. Silicon being an indirect band gap semiconductor is a poor light emitter
as a result its efficiency is limited. This hurdle can be improved by replacing silicon with a direct-
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gap and ultrathin absorbing material which can absorb more light and is cost effective. Continuous
improvements in technology motivate the search of novel materials which can surpass the challenges
and meet today’s needs of ultrafast devices.

Dynamics of nonequilibrium carriers in semiconductors greatly impact the performance of solid-
state devices because of the high excess energy that they can transfer [4, 5]. The phenomenon is
especially interesting in low dimensional structures [6], where carriers can be extracted well before
thermalization and potentially be exploited in external circuits [7]. The term “hot carriers” refers
to electrons or holes that are out of equilibrium. The carriers are either described by a Fermi-Dirac
distribution with a temperature hotter than those of the lattice or, in the strong nonequilibrium state when
the concept of temperature becomes meaningless, they are instead characterized by a certain excess
energy. The simplest way to generate such hot carriers in a semiconductor is the interband excitation
of electron-hole pairs by light absorption or external electric field. The study of hot carriers has been
a major focus of semiconductor physics dating back to early 1950’s [4]. Hot carrier’s properties are
governed by interaction with the other carriers and elementary excitations (phonons, plasmons, etc.)
leading to various scattering processes and eventually loss of energy before thermalization. To increase
the efficiency of devices, either the fast extraction of the carriers before thermalization is required or
slow down the cooling process or find a material with long thermalization time.

Recent progress in nanotechnology has made it possible to fabricate high-quality materials that are
only one atom or a few atom thick and hence reach the fundamental two-dimensional (2D) limit for
solid crystals [8–11]. This has lead to the emergence of a new class of materials called 2D materials and
they provide a possibility for employing fast extraction and long thermalization of hot carriers. There
are a wide number of techniques available to prepare 2D materials, like surface growth, mechanical
exfoliation, vapor deposition, solution-phase growth, etc [8, 12–17] and can be characterized using
fluorescence microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy, Raman
spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction etc [18–23]. To this date, many hundreds of new 2D materials
have been reported [24]. Due to their ultimate thinness, these materials demonstrate various properties
that are qualitatively different from their three-dimensional parent crystals. They provide an ideal
playground to explore new physics and opportunities for better performances of ultrafast devices.

Geim and Novoselov reported discovery of graphene, the first 2D material at ambient conditions in
2004 [8]. They were awarded the Noble Prize in physics in 2010 for their discovery and groundbreaking
experiments on graphene. Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice
whose electronic properties are determined by the relativistic Dirac-equation with carriers having zero
effective mass and Fermi velocity around the 0.01 times the speed of light [8, 25]. It possesses zero
band gap and a very high carrier mobility [26]. The zero band gap of graphene results in the low
Ion/Ioff ratio [27], which can be tuned by introducing a band gap in the graphene but it also makes
graphene optically transparent. Another class of 2D materials which is well studied after graphene is
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs). They demonstrate a transition from the indirect to direct
band gap when reduced from the bulk to a monolayer [28] and exhibit strong excitonic peaks in the
photoluminescence spectrum [10, 29] due to the weak screening at monolayer level. Broken inversion
symmetry and spin degeneracy allows selective excitations of the carriers in the semiconducting
TMDCs [30, 31]. First MoS2 transistor was made in laboratory in 2011, achieving Ion/Ioff ' 108

and mobility of 200 cm2 V−1 s−1 at room temperature [32]. On the other hand, the opposite behavior
of a direct to indirect band gap transition can be observed in metal monochalcogenides, leading to
a vanishing of the excitonic absorption in stacks that are less than 8 atom thick [11]. All together
this amazing properties has attracted the scientific community to explore their transport and optical
properties and fabricate novel devices based on hot carriers [33–35].

These materials might have a potential to replace the conventional materials but that would need a
deep understanding of the material properties and manufacturing control. There are several challenges
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Introduction

present in manufacturing layered 2D materials like controlling thickness, defects, orientation, and
composition etc. Till now the devices based on 2D heterostructures have been realized and improving
their manufacturing quality and efficiency have been a constant challenge. It must be pointed out
that in less than a decade from its discovery, graphene’s manufacturing has been revolutionized from
micro-flakes to roll-to-roll sheets (30 inches wide) [8, 36]. Interestingly, 2D materials have become so
popular that the number of academic publications has increased tremendously since their discovery
[37, 38].

In perfect crystals, the dominant mechanisms involved in hot carrier thermalization are electron-
electron and electron-phonon (EP) scattering [6, 39]. It is well established by means of ab-initio
methods that the EP scattering plays a major role near the band edges [40–42]. EP interaction has a
rich history in solid-state physics. It determines the electrical resistivity, carrier mobility, conventional
superconductivity, indirect optical excitations, and hot carrier thermalization. Theoretically, EP
interaction was mainly studied using semi-empirical model Hamiltonian which used the EP matrix
elements as [43]

gnmλ (k,q) = −i
(

~
2NpMkωqλ

)1/2

q · eκλ(q)V0. (1.1)

In Eq. (1.1), Np is the number of unit cells in Born-von Kàrmàn supercell, Mκ is the mass of κth

nucleus, eκλ(q) is the polarization vector of the phonon of wave vector q and branch λ of κth nuclei
and V0 is the effective potential of the unit cell. The choice of V0 was highly system-dependent and
there was no general form for it. For metals, rigid-ion approximation was used by Bloch [43] where
V0 = ~2/(16mea

2
0) [a0 is the Bohr radius]. Bloch’s approximation was further modified by Nordheim

et al. who replaced V0 by Fourier component Vκ(q) of Coulomb potential [44] and later on Bardeen et
al. introduced dielectric screening to Vκ(q) [45]. For semiconductors, deformation potential defined
by Bardeen and Shockley was used [46, 47]. Ionic crystals provided with the challenge of long-range
electric fields generated by atomic displacements and Fröhlich et. al showed in case of isotropic ionic
crystals V0 ∝ |q|−2 [48]. With the arrival of density functional theory (DFT) and density functional
perturbation theory (DFPT), Dacorogna et al. were the first one to calculate the EP matrix elements by
means of ab-initio methods [49]. The EP matrix element was defined in the following form

gnmλ (k,q) = 〈umk+q|∂λqV KS|umk〉, (1.2)

where, unk is the Bloch periodic part of Kohn-Sham wavefunction and, ∂λqV KS is the derivative of
the self-consistent Kohn-Sham potential with respect to displacements of nuclei along the phonon
mode λ and momentum q. Accurate mapping of EP scattering events in the first Brillouin zone (BZ)
requires the evaluation of hundreds of million of EP matrix elements as defined in Eq. (1.2) making it
computationally extremely expensive approach. Semi-empirical models used to study EP interaction
either neglected acoustical phonons or considered only few points in the BZ [50–55]. This hinders the
full understanding of EP scattering events.

We present an ab-initio method which combines DFT with many-body perturbation theory to
calculate carrier’s self-energy from EP interaction to the lowest order. We use an interpolation scheme
based on Wannier functions (WF) developed by Giustino et al. for interpolating EP matrix elements on
fine k,q grids to reduce the computational cost adequately [56]. We take into account the electronic and
phononic band structures and calculate the band and momentum resolved scattering times along with
its temperature dependence. The information about the EP scattering processes is intact in the form of
EP matrix elements. We use scattering times obtained from the ab-inito methods in the Boltzmann
equation under the relaxation time approximation (RTA) to calculate the thermalization time. The
novelty of this method lies in the fact that it includes the contributions arising from all the optical and
acoustical phonon branches and maps it on the whole BZ. Moreover, we include inter- and intraband
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processes due to EP scattering (see Fig. 1.2). Our approach provides access to the microscopic details
involved in photocarrier thermalization processes which is otherwise very challenging to extract from
experiments.

In summary, we study the thermalization of hot carriers due to EP interaction in different 2D
materials using ab-initio methods. Our fundamental studies can help for a better understanding of
the thermalization processes around the band edges. We focus on graphene, MoS2, WSe2, bulk and
monolayer CdTe due to their distinctive electronic, optoelectronic and PV properties.

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of our model used in this work. It shows a carrier (orange bullet)
can scatter to any other state via phonon of energy ~ωqλ at a certain temperature. All the inter- and
intraband transitions (shown by arrows) are captured by Eq. (1.2). Here, we used silicon valance band
structure as an example.

Outline Ch. 2 explains the theoretical framework used in this thesis. We briefly discuss the DFT
and lattice dynamics in Sec. 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. It is followed by the detailed derivation of the
self-energy of a carrier from EP interaction using Matsubara Green’s function formalism in Sec. 2.3.
This chapter ends with the derivation of the Boltzmann equation under RTA in Sec. 2.4.

In Ch. 3, we develop a deep understanding of the photocarrier thermalization in graphene based on
the formalism described in Ch. 2 along with an explicitly solvable model. We explore thermalization
times for range of temperatures and excitation energies. A clear proof of existence of thermalization
bottleneck for photoexcited carriers in graphene is provided.

We extend our formalism by introducing the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in our calculations and
study its effect on the EP scattering processes in Ch. 4. We choose MoS2 and WSe2 monolayer due
to their potential device applications. We compare the carrier dynamics of the monolayers with and
without SOC. Additionally, the thermalization time based on optical and acoustical phonons scattering
processes is separated and compared with the total thermalization time. Using an analytical model,
tunneling time is estimated and ratio of thermalization and tunneling time is calculated for both the
monolayers.

In Ch. 5, we will make prediction on the existence of stable monolayer CdTe based on its dynamical
stability through phonon calculations. We present a comparison between the thermalization times
of electrons and holes of the bulk CdTe and monolayer CdTe. In the next Ch.6, we investigate the
absorption properties of GaSe as a function of number of layers. The experiment has been performed
at University of Konstanz and details are presented in the PhD thesis of Dr. Budweg. All the chapters
include a short introduction and summary of the current chapter. A general summary of the whole
thesis is given in Ch.7 with an outlook. At the end of thesis a complete list of abbreviations used in all
the chapters is provided.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical approach

In the present chapter, we will provide the outline of theoretical approach used in this work. We will
start with the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems [57] and Kohn-Sham approach [58] in Sec. 2.1 which is
used to implement DFT. Then, we will shortly discuss the basic formalism for lattice vibrations in
Sec. 2.2. Using Green’s function approach in perturbative series expansion in Sec. 2.3, we will derive
the self-energy of the carrier from EP interaction in an elaborate way [59]. We will end this chapter
with discussion on the Boltzmann equation within RTA in Sec. 2.4 which is used to study the time
evolution of the photoexcited carriers and compute the thermalization times.

2.1 Density functional theory

2.1.1 Hohenberg-Kohn theorems

The quest of finding new materials to meet the technological advancements has always been the
center of solid-state and condensed matter physics. With the current development of computational
methods, it has been possible to envision the existence of new compounds/materials and investigate
their properties fairly well [60, 61], by merely providing the geometrical structures. This reduces the
burden of synthesising each and every material in the lab which is very challenging task especially in
case of 2D and lower dimensional materials. One can pick up the materials of their interest directly.
The driving force behind the success of creating materials database [60, 61] is the first principle
methods like DFT which has made it possible to estimate thermodynamic and dynamical stability of
systems without any adjustable parameters. Now a days, DFT is the most popular quantum mechanical
approach to study the material properties in physics and chemistry. In 1998, Walter Kohn was awarded
Nobel Prize in chemistry for his contribution in the development of the DFT. Having said that let us
have a look on the formalism of DFT.

To study the properties of the system, it involves solving time independent Schrödinger’s equation
with the many-body Hamiltonian defined as

Htot = −
∑
I

P 2
I

2MI
−
∑
i

p2
i

2
+

1

2

∑
I 6=I′

ZIZI′

|RI −RI′ |
+

1

2

∑
i 6=i′

1

|ri − ri′ |
−
∑
i,I

ZI
|RI − ri|

,

= TN + Te + EN + Eee + Eext.

(2.1)

We have used the atomic units i.e. ~ = me = e = 4πε0 = 1. The sum I and i run over the number of
nuclei and the electrons respectively and both are fixed in the system. TN and Te are the total kinetic
energy of nuclei and electrons systems respectively. The mass of the Ith nuclei is represented by
MI . EN , Eee and Eext are the Coulomb interaction between nucleus-nucleus, electron-electron and
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2.1. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

nucleus-electron respectively. Since the me/M = 1/1836, the electrons move much faster than nuclei.
For this reason, the kinetic energy of nuclei TN can be neglected as compared with the kinetic energy
Te of electrons. This simplification is called as Born-Oppenheimer approximation. With the fixed
positions of nuclei, EN becomes a classical additive which is a constant in total energy and hence can
be neglected. Hence, we are left with the electronic Hamiltonian which reads

H =−
∑
i

p2
i

2
+

1

2

∑
i 6=i′

1

|ri − ri′ |
−
∑
i,I

ZI
|RI − ri|

,

= Te + Eee +
∑
i

Vext(ri).

(2.2)

In the Eq. 2.2, Vext(r) is the potential field created by the nuclei. For a given Hamiltonian H ,
Schrödinger’s equation can be written as

H|Ψ(r1, r2, . . . , rN)〉 = E|Ψ(r1, r2, . . . , rN)〉. (2.3)

The basic principle of quantum mechanics is that once we have obtained the eigenfunctions of the
system Ψ(r1, r2, ..., rN) all the observable of the system can be evaluated. It should be noted that even
after simplifying the Htot → H , it is not straight forward to tackle this problem because of many-body
interactions involved in it. Additionally Ψ(r1, r2, ..., rN) is a function of 3N degrees of freedoms
which provides computational bottleneck for evaluating the Eq. 2.3 directly. Hohenberg-Kohn gave a
formalism to solve the Eq. (2.3) called DFT [57]. It is based on two theorems called Hohenberg-Kohn
theorems stated as follows:

Theorem I: The external potential, Vext is uniquely determined up to a constant by the ground
state density ρ(r). In other words, ρ(r) fixes the Vext and hence the Hamiltonian H , which implies
that all the properties of the system can be determined by the ground state electronic density only.

Theorem I can be checked with the proof of contradiction. Let us say that the |Ψ〉 is the ground
state wavefunction of the Hamiltonian H with ρ(r) = 〈Ψ|

∑
i δ(r− ri)|Ψ〉. We make a claim that

there exists another Hamiltonian H ′ with the ground state wavefunction |Ψ′〉. Both ground state
wavefunctions |Ψ〉 and |Ψ′〉 lead to the same ground state density i.e. ρ(r). The Hamiltonian H
and H ′ are related via relation H ′ = H + V ′ext − Vext and differ by more than a constant. Both the
Hamiltonian satisfy different Schrödinger’s equation:

H|Ψ〉 = E|Ψ〉, (2.4)

H ′|Ψ′〉 = E′|Ψ′〉. (2.5)

The ground state energy for the H ′ is

E′ = 〈Ψ′|H ′|Ψ′〉 < 〈Ψ|H ′|Ψ〉, (2.6)

and using the relation between H and H ′

〈Ψ|H ′|Ψ〉 = 〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉+ 〈Ψ|H ′ −H|Ψ〉,

= E +

∫
[V ′ext(r)− Vext(r)]ρ(r)d3r.

(2.7)

On putting Eq. (2.6) in Eq. (2.7) we have

E′ < E +

∫
[V ′ext(r)− Vext(r)]ρ(r)d3r. (2.8)
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Similarly, if we consider H in the same way as above, we get

E < E′ +

∫
[Vext(r)− V ′ext(r)]ρ′(r)d3r. (2.9)

On adding Eq. (2.8) and (2.9) we arrive at

E + E′ < E′ + E. (2.10)

This inequality proves that there can not be two different external potentials Vext and V ′ext which can
give rise to the same ground state charge density ρ(r).

Theorem II: The total energy functional E[ρ(r)] can be minimized for the true ground state density
ρ(r) only. The ground state density integrated over space will give the particle number N =

∫
ρ(r)dr.

This theorem can be proved with the help of variational principle. The total energy functional E[ρ]
can be written as

E[ρ] = Te[ρ] + Eee[ρ] +

∫
Vext(r)ρ(r)d3r,

= FHK[ρ] +

∫
Vext(r)ρ(r)d3r,

(2.11)

where, FHK[ρ] is a universal functional of ρ(r), that includes the kinetic and potential energies of the
interacting electronic system. Let’s say that E and E′ are the total energy of the same system derived
from the two ground state densities ρ(r) and ρ′(r) respectively corresponding to the wavefunctions Ψ
and Ψ′. It is evident that

E[ρ] = 〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉 < 〈Ψ′|H|Ψ′〉 = E′[ρ]. (2.12)

The Eq. (2.12) implies that for a known FHK[ρ], total energy functional E can be minimized with
respect to the density ρ(r) only. The major accomplishment of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems is that
now the problem Eq. (2.3) which initially depended upon 3N degrees of freedom is now reduced to
finding the ground state ρ(r) which depends upon three degrees of freedom.

2.1.2 Kohn-Sham approach

In the last Sec. 2.1.1, we saw how the total energy of the system can be written as a functional of
ground state density ρ(r). But Hohenberg-Kohn theorems did explain how ρ(r can be obtained. In
1965, Kohn and Sham derived a formalism to obtain ground state density in their seminal paper
Ref. [58]. It should be noted that ρ(r), itself does not give any information on the system’s properties
but provides a subtle way to calculate it. The most burdensome term to deal in the Eq.(2.2) is the
electron-electron interaction Eee and the kinetic energy operator Te of electrons because of many-body
effects. Kohn-Sham approach is based on the anstaz that the interacting many-body system Eq.(2.2)
can be replaced by auxiliary non-interacting system whose ground state density ρ(r) can be determined
exactly [58]. The many-body interacting is replaced by non-interacting or auxiliary system and all the
many-body effects are approximated by local or semi-local functional of density ρ. The density of the
electrons is calculated from the single particle wavefunctions ψi(r) as

ρ(r) =
occ∑
i

ψ∗i (r)ψi(r). (2.13)
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2.1. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

In its simplest form Eee energy can be defined with classical Hartree form

EHartree[ρ] =
1

2

∫
ρ(r)ρ(r′)

|r− r′|
d3r d3r′. (2.14)

The kinetic energy of the interacting electrons is divided into two parts i) non-interacting or single
particles term Ts[ρ] and ii) Tc[ρ] which contains the correlation effects from the many-body system.
The single particle kinetic energy can be obtained with wavefunctions ψi(r) by

Ts[ρ] = −1

2

occ∑
i

∫
ψ∗i (r)∇2ψi(r)d3r. (2.15)

The total energy of the interacting system defined via Eq. (2.11) is rewritten in terms of auxiliary
Kohn-Sham system as

EKS[ρ] = Ts[ρ] + Eext[ρ] + EHartree[ρ] + Exc[ρ], (2.16)

and

Exc[ρ] = FHK[ρ]− Ts[ρ]− EHartree[ρ], (2.17)

Exc[ρ] = (Te − Ts[ρ]) + (Eee − EHartree[ρ]) .

The exchange-correlation energy Exc[ρ] contains all the many-body effects which are ignored by sim-
plifying the FHK[ρ] in terms of EHartree(r) and Ts[ρ]. The exchange correlation term is approximated
by parameterization of homogeneous electron gas. To find the ground state of the system under study,
one has to minimize the Eq. (2.16) with respect to the electron density or alternatively wavefunctions
with the help of variational principle. Here we use ψ†i ((r)) as variational parameter for minimization

δEKS

δψ†i (r)
=
δTs[ρ]

δψ†i (r)
+

[
δEext[ρ]

δρ(r)
+
δEHartree[ρ]

δρ(r)
+
δExc[ρ]

δρ(r)

]
δρ(r)

δψ†i (r)
= 0. (2.18)

From the Eq. (2.15) and definition of ρ(r) it is evident that

δTs[ρ]

δψ†i (r)
= −1

2
∇2ψi(r),

δρ(r)

δψ†i (r)
= ψi(r). (2.19)

In addition to the above equations, we introduce Lagrange multiplier εi to satisfy the constraint
〈ψi|ψj〉 = δij . Eq. (2.18) becomes[

−1

2
∇2 + Vext(r) + VHartree(r) + Vxc(r)

]
ψi(r) = εiψi(r), (2.20)

where

VHartree(r) =

∫
ρ(r′)

|r− r′|
d3r′, Vxc(r) =

δExc[ρ]

δρ
,

V KS(r) = Vext(r) + VHartree(r) + Vxc(r).

(2.21)

The Eq. (2.20) and (2.21) are known as Kohn-Sham equations for the auxiliary system. It can be
solved in a self-consistent way without introducing any adjustable parameters. Special comment on
the exchange-correlation energy Exc is needed.
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The Exc[ρ] can be written as a functional of ρ(r) and r as

Exc[ρ] =

∫
ρ(r)εxc ([ρ], r) d3r, (2.22)

where, εxc[ρ] is the exchange-correlation energy per electron. If the exact form of the Exc or alterna-
tively εxc[ρ] was known then DFT can provide the exact solution. Unfortunately that is not the case.
There are various ways to estimate this term, namely local density approximation (LDA), generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) and hybrid functional. In this work, we have used LDA only so we
will describe this approximation briefly here. Within LDA, the Eq. (2.22) can be written as

δExc[ρ] =

∫ [
εhom
xc + ρ

∂εhom
xc

∂ρ

]
δρd3r. (2.23)

On comparing Eq. (2.21) with Eq. (2.22), the Vxc(r) takes the form

Vxc(r) =

[
εhom
xc + ρ

∂εhom
xc

∂ρ

]
. (2.24)

Within LDA, the exchange term is simply defined through the homogeneous electron gas and varies as
ρ(r)

1
3

Vx(r) =
4

3
εx(ρ) with εx(ρ) = −3

4

(
6ρ(r)

π

) 1
3

, (2.25)

whereas, the correlation term εc(r) arises from the repulsion between the electrons with the opposite
spins reducing the electronic energy. Unlike εx(r) there is no exact known form of εc(r). The
correlation part is basically fitted to the correlation energies of the homogeneous electron gas to find
an analytical form. One of the example which we used frequently in our work is derived by Perdew
and Zunger [62],

εPZ
c (rs) =

{
−0.0480 + 0.031 ln(rs)− 0.0116rs + 0.0020rs ln(rs), rs < 1,

−0.1423/(1 + 1.0529
√
rs + 0.3334rs), rs > 1,

(2.26)

here, rs is the average distance between the electrons rs = (3/4πρ)1/3.
In this section, we have provided a basic outline of DFT a powerful tool to access the electronic

structures of many-body systems using quantum mechanical scheme based on Hohnberg-Kohn theo-
rems and Kohn-Sham approach. We use an open source package QUANTUMESPRESSO [63] for DFT
simulations. Further details and current developments in DFT can be found in [64–66].
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2.2. LATTICE VIBRATIONS

2.2 Lattice vibrations

Phonons are the collective excitations of atoms or molecules in crystals and liquids. These vibrations
are caused either through the temperature or the external fields. In general, the motion of atoms/nuclei
are much slower than the electrons, so it is possible to neglect the effect of electronic energy on the
nuclear motion and is called Born-Oppenheimer approximation which we have used previously. This
problem is treated in a classical way. The notation used in this section is adapted from Ref. [67].

The position of a nucleus is defined as

Rl,j(t) = R0
l + bj + ξl,j(t),

= R0
l,j + ξl,j(t), (2.27)

where, R0
l is the lattice point and bj is basis vectors of jth unit cell in the system. ξl,j is the

displacement of the atoms from their equilibrium position. The ground state potential energy EP(R)
of the system can be expanded as Taylor series expansion in term of displacement ξl,j ,

EP(R) = EP
0 (R) +

1

2

∑
n,α
n,α′

∂2EP(R)

∂ξαn∂ξ
α′
n′
ξαnξ

α′
n′ + ...,

EP(R) = EP
0 (R) +

1

2

∑
n,α
n,α′

Aαα
′

nn′ ξ
α
nξ

α′
n′ .

(2.28)

We have suppressed the indices (l, j) to n. The quantity Aαα
′

jj′ (Rl − R′l) is the interatomic force
constant (IFC) and obeys the symmetry rules of the crystal. The indices α, α′ = x, y and, z. The
equation of motion of the nuclei can be written as

Ṗn = −∇ξnEP(R).

Mnξ̈
α
n = −

∑
n′α′

Aαα
′

nn′ ξ
α′
n′ .

(2.29)

If we assume that every nucleus is moving periodically with same frequency ω, the solution for ξαlj(t)
can be written as

ξαlj(t) = Cαlj
1√
Mj

eiωt, (2.30)

here, Cαlj is the amplitude of vibration. Using the definition of ξlj from Eq. (2.30) and inserting it
Eq. (2.29). we get

ω2Cαij =
∑
l′j′α′

1√
MjMj′

Aαα
′

jj′ (Rl −R′l)C
α′
l′j′ . (2.31)

We define Dαα′
jj′ (Rl − R′l) = 1√

MjMj′
Aαα

′
jj′ (Rl − R′l) which is a square matrix with dimension

[3× bn ×N ]2 where bn is the number of basis atoms and N is the number of unit cells. It will have
3bnN real eigenvalues ω2

i . The solution for the vibrational amplitude C can be written in Bloch form

Cαlj = Cαj e
−iq.(R0

l+bj). (2.32)

Using Eq. (2.32), Eq. (2.31) transforms to

ω2Cαj =
∑
j′α′

[
eiq.(bj−bj′ )

∑
l

Dαα′
jj′ (Rl −R′l)e

iq.(R0
l−R

0
l′ )

]
Cα
′

j′ . (2.33)
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The term in the square bracket is nothing just the Fourier transformation of IFC in q-space and can be
written in the determinant form as

det
∣∣∣Dαα′

jj′ (q)− ω2
qλ

∣∣∣ = 0, (2.34)

here, Dαα′
jj′ (q) is called dynamical matrix and Eq. (2.34) will have 3bn set of eigenfrequencies for

each q point in the first BZ and λ = 1 to 3bn. First, ωqλ is calculated on the uniform q mesh and then
interpolated on the desired path or fine grids. If we translate the crystal, the energy of the crystal must
be invariant. Due to the use of real space grids in evaluating Exc this rule is broken at the zone center
i.e. Γ point. This is fixed by imposing a constraint called acoustic sum rule on the dynamical matrix at
Γ point such that ∑

j′

Dαα′
jj′ (q = 0) = 0. (2.35)

In case of the polar materials, long range nature of the Coulomb interaction (1/|q|2) causes splitting
between longitudinal optical (LO) and transverse optical (TO) modes at Γ point. This is taken into
account by adding non-analytical in the dynamical matrix around Γ point as [68]

Dαα′
jj′ (k→ 0) = Dαα′

jj′ (k = 0) + D̃αα′
jj′ (k→ 0),

D̃αα′
jj′ (k→ 0) =

4π

Ω

(
∑

γ qγZ
∗γα
j )

∑
γ′(qγ′Z

∗γ′α′
j )∑

αα′ qαε
∞
αα′qα′

,
(2.36)

where Z∗γαj , the Born effective charge tensor. Quoting the definition from Ref. [68] Z∗γαj is defined as
"proportionality coefficient relating, at linear order, the polarization per unit cell, created along the
direction γ, and the displacement along the direction α of the atoms belonging to the sublattice j,
under the condition of a zero electric field". It is always a real quantity and * in the superscript does
not denote the complex conjugate. ε∞αα′ is the dielectric permitivity tensor along direction αα′ in long
wavelength limit and Ω is the volume of unit cell.
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2.2. SELF-ENERGY

2.3 Self-energy of carrier from electron-phonon interaction

In last two sections, we have discussed how to calculate ground state eigenvectors and eigenvalues for
electrons and phonons using ab-inito methods. Now, we intend to use these quantities to study self-
energy of the carriers from EP interaction. Self-energy is defined as contribution to the carrier’s energy
due to the interaction between other particles and system which it is part of. From self-energy one can
deduce a very important quantity called scattering time which is the average time spent by the particle
in a state before scattering. In this section, we derive the self-energy expression within Matsubara
Green’s function formalism. We use the grand canonical ensemble to for quantum mechanical averages.
The notations we have used here can be found in many text books like G.D. Mahan and F. Han [59,
69]. A very detailed review on EP interaction is given by Giustino in Ref. [70]. Before discussing the
derivation of the self-energy, here we provide some useful formulas that will be used in this section.

2.3.1 Useful relations

We use Matsubara Green’s function method and the advantage of this method lies in the fact that time
evolution of the system can be seen in terms of temperature or vice-versa which we will be clear later
in this section. Let’s have a look on the series expansion of phonon occupation N(ωqλ) and Fermi
occupation f(εnk) at temperature T

N(ωqλ, T ) =
1

eβωqλ − 1
= −1

2
+

1

β

∞∑
m=−∞

1

2mπi/β − ωqλ
,

f(εnk, T ) =
1

eβεnk + 1
=

1

2
+

1

β

∞∑
m=−∞

1

(2m+ 1)πi/β − εnk
,

(2.37)

here, the factor β = 1/kT is used. ωqλ is the phonon energy of wave vector q and branch λ respectively.
Similarly εnk is the electron energy of band n and wave vector k. For simplification, we omit the T
in N(ωqλ, T ) and f(εnk, T ). The idea here is that any meromorphic function can be expanded as a
summation of its poles and residues at those poles. N(ωqλ) has poles at ωqλ = 2πim/β. f(εnk) has
poles at εnk = (2m + 1)πim/β and εnk is measured with respect to the chemical potential µ. The
summation in Eq. (2.37) can be written as∑

m

1

iωm − ωqλ
ωm = 2πm/β,

∑
m

1

iωm − εnk
ωm = (2m+ 1)π/β.

(2.38)

The above equations look like Green’s function with imaginary frequencies iωm. This formulation is
helpful when taking the Fourier transformation, then we need to sum over even multiple of π/β for
bosons and odd multiple of π/β for fermions. Now, we define the Fourier transformation of a function
F in the time (τ ) and energy (ωm) domain as

F (iωm) =

∫ β

0
dτeiωmτF (τ),

F (τ) =
1

β

∑
m

e−iωmτF (iωm),
(2.39)
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where, ωm can take only discrete values according to Eq. (2.38) depending upon whether F is a
fermionic or bosonic function. Following are some useful identities regarding Fourier transformation

1

β

∫ β

0
dτe±i(ωm−ωm′ )τ = δm,m′ ,

1

β

∑
m

e±iωm(τ−τ ′) = δ(τ − τ ′).
(2.40)

2.3.2 Electron Green’s function

Consider a system with Hamiltonian K which is in contact with the thermal reservoir at temperature
T . The average of an operator A in grand canonical ensemble is calculated as

〈A〉 =
Tr[Ae−βK ]

Z
. (2.41)

where Tr is the trace of the matrix enclosed by the square bracket and Z is the grand partition function
given by Z = Tr[e−βK ]. The Hamiltonian, K = H − µN with N being the number operator defined
by
∑

nk fnk and fnk = 0, 1 is a single particle occupation. The chemical potential is given by µ. H is
defined as

H = H0 + V,

H0 = Hel +Hph,

Hel =
∑
nk

εnkc
†
nkcnk,

Hph =
∑
qλ

ωqλa
†
qλaqλ.

(2.42)

It will be convenient to separate K into solvable(K0) and perturbation part (V ) i.e. K = K0 + V
where K0 = H0 − µN . The ground state i.e. eigenfunctions (|〉0) and eigenenergies {εnk, ωqλ} of K0

are known. H0 is further divided into electronic Hel and phononic Hph Hamiltonians. The operators
c†nk and cnk are the fermion creation and annihilation operator for state |nk〉 respectively. Similarly,
a†qλ and aqλ are the creation and annihilation operators for bosons corresponding to state |qλ〉. V
is the perturbation Hamiltonian which can be external potential, electron-electron or EP interaction
depending upon the problem of interest.

Evaluating the average values of an operator as defined in Eq. (2.41) is not simple due to the
perturbation hidden in K. So we rewrite Eq. (2.41)

Tr[Ae−βK ] = Tr
[
e−βK0(eβK0Ae−βK0)eβK0e−βK

]
,

= Tr
[
e−βK0A(β)S(β, 0)

]
.

(2.43)

Now, Tr is mostly expressed in solvable part i.e. K0 and perturbation is treated in terms of S(β, 0)
called S-matrix. The term eβK0Ae−βK0 can be seen as time evolution of operator A with time
β = it = τ [71]. S(β, 0) contains the time evolution of the system when the perturbation is applied. It
can be written for the two general imaginary times as S(τ, τ ′) = eτK0e−τKeτ

′Ke−τ
′K0 . The equation

of motion of the S-matrix is given by

∂S(τ, τ ′)

∂τ
= −eτK0V e−τKeτ

′Ke−τ
′K0 ,

= −V (τ)S(τ, τ ′),
(2.44)
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2.3. SELF-ENERGY OF CARRIER FROM ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION

and it has solution

S(τ, τ ′) = T exp

[
−
∫ τ

τ ′
dτ1V (τ1)

]
,

= 1−
∫ τ

τ ′
dτ1V (τ1) +

1

2

∫ τ

τ ′
dτ1dτ2T {V (τ1)V (τ2)}+ . . . ,

=

∞∑
p=0

(−1)p
1

p!

∫ τ

τ ′
dτ1· · ·

∫ τ

τ ′
dτpT {V (τ1)V (τ2) . . . V (τp)}.

(2.45)

We introduce T a time ordering operator. Its function will be explained belows. The system
evolves from initial state |〉0 at τ → −∞ to the final state |〉 at τ = 0. This transformation is captured
through S-matrix as |〉 = S(0,−∞)|〉0. Generally speaking, though S-matix contains the V , yet it
makes it possible to write the rest of the quantities in terms of known wavefunctions |〉0. The grand
partition function Z can be written for any general Hamiltonian K in S- matrix form as

Z = Tr[e−βK ],

= Tr[e−βK0eβK0e−βK ],

= Tr[e−βK0S(β, 0)],

= Z0〈|S(β, 0)|〉0,

(2.46)

where Z0 = Tr[e−βK0 ] is the grand partition function for the unperturbed Hamiltonian. One can
switch between Tr and quantum mechanical averages via 〈|(...)|〉0 = Z−1

0 Tr[e−βK0(. . . )].
Within the second-quantization, Green’s function in the Heisenberg picture can be defined as

follows
G (nk, τ − τ ′) = −〈|T {c̃nk(τ)c̃†nk(τ ′)}|〉, (2.47)

and

T {c̃nk(τ)c̃†nk(τ ′)} =
[
Θ(τ − τ ′)c̃nk(τ)c̃†nk(τ ′)−Θ(τ ′ − τ)c̃†nk(τ ′)c̃nk(τ)

]
. (2.48)

Now, we explain the action of time ordering operator T . It arranges the time dependent operators
from right to left in increasing order of time and Θ(τ) is the heavyside step function. Whenever two
fermion operators are interchanged, a minus sign is introduced. The physical interpretation of the
Eq. (2.47) for the time (τ > τ ′) is that operator c̃†nk(τ ′) adds a carrier in the system in state |nk〉 at
time τ ′. It propagates in the system and interacts with the other particles. Later at time τ the same
carrier is extracted from the state |nk〉 with the operation of c̃nk(τ). Gnk(τ, τ ′) eventually gives the
probability/amplitude of the carrier in state |nk〉 at time τ − τ ′. The tilde˜ represents the operator in
Heisenberg picture. It will be convenient to write Eq. (2.47) in interaction picture because operators
and wavefunctions evolve as H0 or K0 there which can be solved and the unknown part V can be dealt
with S-matrix. The operator in Heisenberg picture Ã(τ) is related to the operator in interaction picture
A(τ) by

Ã(τ) = eKτe−K0τA(τ)eK0τe−Kτ . (2.49)

Using the above transformation and the definition of averages in grand canonical ensembles from
Eq. (2.41), G (τ − τ ′) of Eq.(2.47) can be rewritten as

G (nk, τ − τ ′) = − 1

Z
Tr
[
e−βKT {c̃nk(τ)c̃†nk(τ ′)}

]
,

= − 1

Z
Tr
[
e−K0βT

{
eK0βe−KβeKτe−K0τ cnk(τ)eK0τ ×

e−KτeKτ
′
e−K0τ ′c†nk(τ ′)eK0τ ′e−Kτ

′
}]

.

(2.50)
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With the definition S(τ, τ ′) = eτK0e−τKeτ
′Ke−τ

′K0 , we write the Eq. (2.50) in terms of S-matrix
that reads

G (nk, τ − τ ′) = − 1

Z
Tr
[
e−K0βT {S(β, τ)cnk(τ)S(τ, τ ′)c†nk(τ ′)S(τ ′, 0)}

]
,

= − 1

Z
Tr
[
e−K0βT {cnk(τ)cnk(τ ′)S(β, 0)}

]
,

= −Z0

Z
〈|T

{
cnk(τ)cnk(τ ′)S(β, 0)

}
|〉0.

(2.51)

We used the property of S-matrix S(τ, τ ′′) = S(τ, τ ′)S(τ ′, τ ′′), Eq. (2.46) and changing the Tr to
average, we have

G (nk, τ − τ ′) = − 1

〈S(β, 0)〉
〈|T {c̃nk(τ)c̃†nk(τ ′)S(β, 0)}|〉0, (2.52)

and
1

〈|S(β, 0)|〉0
= 1− 1

2!

∫ β

0
dτdτ ′〈|T {V (τ)V (τ ′)}|〉0 + . . . . (2.53)

It is very cumbersome to solve the Eq. (2.52) directly and instead it is solved using perturbative
expansions of G (nk, τ − τ ′) in terms of S-matrix. For this we need to know the ground state Green’s
function for electrons and phonons before hand.

2.3.3 Bare electron Green’s function

First, we consider the case of unperturbed system. With V = 0 and S(β, 0) becomes unity. Green’s
function for bare electron from Eq.(2.52) can be written as

G 0(nk, τ − τ ′) = −〈|T {cnk(τ)c†nk(τ ′)}|〉0. (2.54)

The part of the Hamiltonian that matters for the bare electron is Hel − µN . The state of the electron
corresponding to energy

∑
nk fnkεnk is given by {fnk}. The ensemble average of right side of

Eq. (2.54) is given by

〈|T cnk(τ)c†nk(τ ′)|〉0 = Z−1
el

∑
{fn′k′}

〈{fn′k′}|e−β(Hel−µN)T {cnk(τ)c†nk(τ ′)}|{fn′k′}|〉0,

= Z−1
el

∑
{fn′k′}

e−β
∑
n′k′ fn′k′εn′k′e−εnk(τ−τ ′)×

〈|Θ(τ − τ ′)cnk(τ)c†nk(τ ′)−Θ(τ ′ − τ)c†nk(τ ′)cnk(τ)|〉0,

= Z−1
el

∑
{fn′k′}

e−β
∑
n′k′ fn′k′εn′k′e−εnk(τ−τ ′)×

[(
Θ(τ − τ ′)(1− fnk

)
−Θ(τ ′ − τ)fnk

]
.

(2.55)
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The grand partition function Zel is

Zel = Tr[e−β(Hel−µN)],

=
∑
{fnk}

〈{fnk}|e−β(Hel−µN)|{fnk}〉,

=
∑
{fnk}

e−β
∑
nk fnkεnk ,

=
∏
nk

∑
fnk

e−βfnkεnk ,

=
∏
nk

(1 + e−βεnk).

(2.56)

First, we perform the sum over all fn′k′ except fn′k′ = fnk in the final term of Eq. (2.55) because
of the presence of nk. That would give us

∏
nk(1 + e−βεnk)/(1 + e−βεnk)× the term containing

summation over nk. Putting Zel from Eq. (2.56), Eq. (2.55) becomes

〈|T cnk(τ)c†nk(τ ′)|〉0 =
e−βεnk(τ − τ ′)

1 + e−βεnk

∑
{fnk}

e−fnkβεnk×

[(1− fnk)Θ(τ − τ ′)− fnkΘ(τ ′ − τ)].

(2.57)

Now, we perform sum over fnk = 0 and 1 and we have bare Green’s function in imaginary time
domain (τ )

G 0(nk, τ − τ ′) = −eεnk(τ−τ ′)[Θ(τ − τ ′)− f(εnk)]. (2.58)

We take Fourier transformation of the Eq. (2.58) in energy domain, we get

G 0(nk, τ − τ ′) = −[1− f(εnk)]

∫ β

0
d(τ − τ ′)e(iωm−εnk)(τ−τ ′), (2.59)

It should be noted that in case of fermions ωm = (2m+ 1)π/β [Eq. (2.38)] which makes eiωmβ = −1
and the numerator becomes 1

[
(e−βεnk + 1) = (1− f(εnk))−1

]
and we finally arrive at

G 0(nk, iωm) =
1

iωm − εnk
. (2.60)

Eq. (2.60) is the non-interacting Green’s function for bare electrons and depends upon temperature
through ωm. Two properties of Green’s function can be immediately seen from the above equation

• The poles of the Green’s function give eigenenergies in non-interacting case and quasi particle
excitations in case of interacting Green’s function.

• Imaginary part of Green’s function is directly proportional to the electronic DOS.

2.3.4 Bare phonon Green’s function

Next, we define the Green’s function for bare phonon within the Harmonic approximation as

D0(qλ, τ − τ ′) = −〈|T {Aqλ(τ)A−qλ(τ ′)}|〉0. (2.61)

where, Aqλ(τ) is a phonon operator defined in terms of boson creation and annihilation operators as
Aqλ(τ) = aqλ(τ) + a†−qλ(τ). The time evolution of the operator is given by

Aqλ(τ) = e−ωqλτaqλ(0) + eωqλτa†−qλ(0). (2.62)
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The grand partition function for the phonon is defined as Zph = Tr[e−βHph ] and Hph is used instead of
H0 − µN . The terms with the combination of 〈|aqλaqλ|〉0 and 〈|a†qλa

†
qλ|〉0 in Eq. (2.61) will vanish

and only the terms containing 〈|aqλa†qλ|〉0 and 〈|a†qλaqλ|〉0 will survive. Following exactly the similar
procedure as in case of bare electron’s Green function, we arrive at The bare phonon Green’s function
take the form

D0(qλ, τ − τ ′) = −Θ(τ − τ ′)
[
(N(ωqλ) + 1)e−ωqλ(τ−τ ′) +N(ωqλ)eωqλ(τ−τ ′)

]
−Θ(τ ′ − τ)

[
(N(ωqλ) + 1)e−ωqλ(τ ′−τ) +N(ωqλ)eωqλ(τ ′−τ)

]
.

(2.63)

On taking the Fourier transformation of the Eq. (2.63) in energy space, we get for the bare phonon
Green’s function

D0(qλ, iωm) = −

[
(N(ωqλ) + 1)

(e−(ωqλ−iωm)β − 1)

iωm − ωqλ
+N(ωqλ)

(e(ωqλ+iωm)β − 1)

iωm + ωqλ

]
. (2.64)

From Eq. (2.38), we know that in case of bosons ωm = 2πm/β, which makes e(iωmβ) = 1. We also
use the N(ωqλ) + 1 = 1/1− e−βωqλ and finally arrive at the non-interacting phonon Green’s function.

D0(qλ, ω) = −
[
− 1

iωm − ωqλ
+

1

iωm + ωqλ

]
,

= −
2ωqλ

ω2
m + ω2

qλ

.
(2.65)

2.3.5 Electron-phonon interaction

So far, we have defined the bare Green’s function for electron and phonon. Let’s have a look on the
perturbative expansion of Eq. (2.52). For this purpose, we choose EP interaction as a perturbation V
defined by

V =
∑
kq
λnm

gnmλ (k,q)c†mk+q(τ)cnk(τ)(aqλ(τ) + a†−qλ(τ)), (2.66)

where the EP matrix elements are described as [49]

gnmλ (k,q) = 〈|umk+q|4V KS
qλ |unk|〉0. (2.67)

It provides information about the scattering of the state |nk〉 to |mk + q〉 via scattering potential
4V KS

qλ . The scattering is accompanied by either absorption or emission of a phonon of energy ωqλ.
We are interested in the perturbative expansion of Eq. (2.52) in terms of S-matrix [see Eq. (2.53)] up
to second order only and it leads to

G (nk, τ − τ ′) = G 0(nk, τ − τ ′) + (−1)2

∫ β

0
dτ1〈|T

{
cnk(τ)V (τ1)c†nk(τ ′)

}
|〉0+

(−1)3

2!

∫ β

0
dτ1

∫ β

0
dτ2〈|T

{
cnk(τ)V (τ1)V (τ2)c+

nk(τ ′)
}
|〉0−

1

2
G 0(nk, τ − τ ′)

∫ β

0
dτ1dτ2〈|T {V (τ1)V (τ2)} |〉0 . . .

(2.68)

The second term on the left hand side of the Eq. (2.68) containing V (τ1) will have 〈|aqλ(τ1)|〉0 which
will vanish. Fermionic and bosonic operators commute with each other. It is possible to separate these
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2.3. SELF-ENERGY OF CARRIER FROM ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION

operators without any pairing. For the time being, let us focus on the third term of right hand side. The
fourth term arises from 1/〈|S(β, 0)|〉0 and we will get back to it later.

〈|T
{
cnk(τ)V (τ1)V (τ2)c†nk(τ ′)

}
|〉0 =

∑
k1q1
λ1n1m1

∑
k2q2
λ2n2m2

gn1m1
λ1

(k1,q1)gn2m2
λ2

(k2,q2)

〈|T {Aq1λ1(τ1)Aq2λ2(τ2)} |〉0×

〈|T
{
cnk(τ)c†m1k1+q1

(τ1)cm1k1(τ1)c†m2k2+q2
(τ2)cm2k2(τ2)cnk(τ ′)

}
|〉0.︸ ︷︷ ︸

P

(2.69)

The product of phonon operators gives bare phonon Green’s function with q1 = −q2 = q

〈|T{Aq1λ1(τ1)Aq2λ2(τ2)}|〉0 = −δq1+q2=0D
0(qλ, τ1 − τ2). (2.70)

The Eq. (2.70) is simple, we have only two operators. This scenario becomes complicated when
there are many operators and several combinations are possible. P contains 3 creation and three
annihilation operators with four different times. It is not possible to arrange the operators randomly.
Pairing of creation and annihilation operators is done using Wick’s theorem. Here, we summarize
some rules of Wick’s theorem

• There must be same number of creation and annihilation operators so that system is brought back
to the ground state after all the operations. The pairing is done between creation and annihilation
operators only, no two same type of operators can be paired together.

• Whenever two fermionic operators are interchanged, a minus sign is introduced. This is important
because one has to keep track of changes made with respect to the original assembly of operators
to reach at final pairing. Though this is not required for bosonic operators.

• When two paired operators have the same time argument, it leads to the number operator f(εnk)
or N(ωqλ) depending upon the operators. For example:

〈|T {cnk1(τ)c†mk2
(τ)}|〉0 = −δn,mδk1=k2=kf(εnk). (2.71)

Using the above rules, P will have 3! combinations as shown below

P = 〈|T {cnk(τ)c†m1k1+q1
(τ1)}|〉0 〈|T {cn1k1(τ1)c†m2k2+q2

(τ2)}|〉0 〈|T {cn2k2(τ2)c†nk(τ ′)}|〉0
+ 〈|T {cnk(τ)c†m2k2+q2

(τ2)}|〉0 〈|T {cn2k2(τ2)c†m1k1+q1
(τ1)}|〉0 〈|T {cn1k1(τ1)c†nk(τ ′)}|〉0

+ 〈|T {cnk(τ ′)c†m1k1+q1
(τ1)}|〉0 〈|T {cn1k1(τ1)c†nk(τ)}|〉0 〈|T {cn2k2(τ2)c†m2k2+q2

(τ2)}|〉0
+ 〈|T {cnk(τ ′)c†m2k2+q2

(τ2)}|〉0 〈|T {cn1k1(τ1)c†m1k1+q1
(τ1)}|〉0 〈|T {cn2k2(τ2)c†nk(τ)}|〉0

+ 〈|T {cnk(τ)c†nk(τ ′)}|〉0 〈|T {cn1k1(τ1)c†m1k1+q1
(τ1)}|〉0 〈|T {cn2k2(τ2)c†m2k2+q2

(τ2)}|〉0
− 〈|T {cnk(τ)c†nk(τ ′)}|〉0 〈|T {cn1k1(τ1)c†m2k2+q2

(τ2)}|〉0 〈|T {cn2k2(τ2)c†m1k1+q1
(τ1)}|〉0.

(2.72)

With the definition of electron Green’s function from Eq. (2.54) and Eq. (2.71) P can be written in
terms of Green’s function and number operator f(εnk) as
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Figure 2.1: Feynman diagrams for electron Green’s function for second order in EP interaction.

P =

− G 0(nk, τ − τ1)δn,m1δk,k1+q G 0(n1k1, τ1 − τ2)δn1,m2δk1,k2−q G 0(n2k2, τ2 − τ ′)δn2,nδk2,k

− G 0(nk, τ − τ2)δn,m2δk,k2−q G 0(n2k2, τ2 − τ1)δn2,m1δk2,k1+q G 0(n1k1, τ1 − τ ′)δn1,nδk1,k

− G 0(nk, τ ′ − τ1)δn,m1δk,k1+q G 0(n1k1, τ1 − τ)δn1,nδk1,k f(εn2k2)δn2,m2δk2,k2−q

− G 0(nk, τ ′ − τ2)δn,m2δk,k2−q f(εn1k1)δn1,m1δk1,k1+q G 0(n2k2, τ2 − τ)δn2,nδk2,k

− G 0(nk, τ − τ ′) f(n1k1)δn1,m1δk1,k1+q f(εn2k2)δn2,m2δk2,k2+q

+ G 0(nk, τ − τ ′) G 0(n1k1, τ1 − τ2)δn1,m2δk1,k2−q G 0(n2k2, τ2 − τ1)δn2,m1δk2,k1+q.

(2.73)

After having P in terms of Green’s function, it can be represented in Feynman diagrams for
better visualization. We explain the notations for Feynman diagrams briefly. The Green’s function
G 0(nk, (τ − τ ′) is shown by a straight line going from τ ′ → τ . Phonon Green’s function is shown by
wiggled line without any arrow because a phonon can travel both forward and backward in time due
to presence of aqλ and a−qλ in Aqλ. The occupation number is drawn by a circle with the arrow on
it. The bullet (•) in our case represents the EP matrix elements gmnλ (k,q). We simplify all the delta
functions in Eq.(2.73) and express main quantities in terms of initial momentum k whenever possible.
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2.3. SELF-ENERGY OF CARRIER FROM ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION

Feynman diagrams of whole Eq.(2.73) are shown in the Fig. 2.1 and diagrams are ordered in the same
way as the right side of Eq.(2.73) is written.

Fig. 2.1(a)-(d) are called connected Feynman diagrams and Fig. 2.1(e)-(f) are called disconnected
Feynman diagrams. Let’s have a look on these diagrams one by one. Fig. 2.1(a) which corresponds to
the first term Eq.(2.73) describes a particle entering the system at initial time τ ′ in state |nk〉 and travels
to time τ2 keeping the same initial state. At time τ2 it emits a phonon with momentum q into the system.
This leads to the transition of particle’s state from |nk〉 → |nk− q〉 and it continues to propagate till
time τ1. At τ1, it absorbs the same phonon and returns to its initial state i.e. |nk− q〉 → |nk〉 and
finally it is taken out of system at time τ . It should be noted that the EP matrix elements at time τ1 and
τ2 must be complex conjugate of each other because they lead to same transitions once out of state
|nk〉 and secondly into the state |nk〉. Fig. 2.1(b) is same as that of (a) because here the carrier first
absorbs a phonon and later emits and they differ in labelling only. This is related to the property of EP
matrix elements gmnλ (k,q) = gmnλ (k,−q). Such diagrams are called topologically equal diagrams.

Fig. 2.1(c),(d) and (e) involves phonon with zero momentum, these diagrams don’t involve particle’s
interaction with phonon since particle stays in the same state |nk〉 between time |τ−τ ′|. This introduces
static strain in the system which is not included in the Hamiltonian. Finally, Fig. 2.1(f) implies that
at time τ1 an electron and phonon with the momentum k2 − q and q are created respectively and at
time τ2 an electron with momentum k2 is destroyed. Speaking in terms of mathematical expressions,
Fig. 2.1(c) and (d) are topologically same and end up giving constant times bare electron Green’s
function. This will give us an additive constant in the Eq. (2.68) which is set to zero. On the other
hand, Fig. 2.1(e) and (f) will cancel with the fourth term of Eq. (2.68). We are simply left with the first
two topologically same Feynman diagrams. On adding they cancel the factor of 2 in Eq. (2.68) and we
have

G (nk, τ − τ ′) = G 0(nk, τ − τ ′)−
∑
qλn1

∫ β

0
dτ1

∫ β

0
dτ2D

0(qλ, τ1 − τ2)× (2.74)

[
gnn1
λ (k− q,q)gn1n

λ (k,−q)G 0(nk, τ − τ1)

G 0(n1k− q, τ1 − τ2)G 0(nk, τ2 − τ ′)
]
.

It can be shown that

gnn1
λ (k,q) = 〈un1k|4V KS

qλ |unk+q〉 = g†n1n
λ (k + q,−q). (2.75)

where, (†) denotes the complex conjugate. For simplification, we change the index n1 → m and
Eq. (2.74) reduces to

G (nk, τ − τ ′) = G 0(nk, τ − τ ′)−
∑
qλm

|gλ,nm(k,q)|2
∫ β

0
dτ1

∫ β

0
dτ2D

0(qλ, τ1 − τ2)×

G 0(nk, τ − τ2)G 0(mk + q, τ2 − τ1)G 0(nk, τ1 − τ ′).

(2.76)
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On taking the Fourier transformation of the above equation using the definition from Eq. (2.39)

1

β

∑
j

e−iωj(τ−τ
′)G (nk, iωj) =

1

β

∑
l

e−iωl(τ−τ
′)G 0(nk, iωl)−

1

β4

∑
qλm

|gλ,nm(k,q)|2×

[∫ β

0
dτ1

∫ β

0
dτ2

∑
p

e−iωp(τ1−τ2)D0(qλ, iωp)×∑
y

e−iωy(τ−τ2)G 0(nk, iωy)
∑
r

e−iωr(τ−τ2)G 0(mk + q, iωr)×

∑
s

e−iωs(τ1−τ
′)G 0(nk, iωs)

]
.

(2.77)

After collecting the exponents of τ1 and τ2. Using delta function definition from Eq. (2.40), the
integral over τ1 will lead to βδ(ωp + ωs − ωr) and for τ2 we will have βδ(ωr − ωp − ωy). We change
ωr → ωp + ωs and ωy = ωs, Eq. (2.77) can be simplified to∑

j

eiωj(τ−τ
′)G (nk, iωj) =

∑
l

eiωl(τ−τ
′)G 0(nk, iωl)−∑

qλm

|gnmλ (k,q)|2
∑
s

e−iωs(τ−τ
′)G 0(nk, iωs)×[

1

β

∑
p

D0(qλ, iωp)G
0(mk + q, i(ωs + ωp))

]
G 0(nk, iωs).

(2.78)

We again change indices l, j → s, we can write Eq. (2.78) as

G (nk, iωs) = G 0(nk, iωs) + G 0(nk, iωs)Σ(nk, iωs)G
0(nk, iωs), (2.79)

here, Σ(nk, iωs) is called particle’s self-energy from EP interaction.

Σ(nk, iωs) = − 1

β

∑
qλm

|gnmλ (k,q)|2
∑
p

D0(qλ, iωp)G
0(mk + q, i(ωs + ωp)). (2.80)

Let’s denote the term in Σ(nk, iωs) which involves the summation over imaginary frequency p
by S . We will evaluate the sum using contour integration and residue theorems. We consider here
sum over p as sum over Bose-Einstein occupation N(z) = 1/(eβz − 1), which has poles at the points
zp = 2πip/β with p = 0,±1,±2, . . . Eq. (2.37).

S (z) = D0(qλ, z)G 0(mk + q, iωs + z),

=
2ωqλ

z2 − ω2
qλ

× 1

iωs + z − εmk+q
.

(2.81)

However, S has three poles at z = ±ωqλ, εmk+q − iωs. These poles don’t coincide with the poles of
N(z), so the summation can be changed into integration by∑

p

S (z) =
β

2πi

∮
C

dzS (z)N(z), (2.82)
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where, C is the circle enclosing all the residues. S (z) goes to zero as |z| → ∞ because of its 1/|z|2
dependence. The integral over the contour is given (−2πi) times the sum over the residues. We denote
the residues R1, R3 and R3 originating from the poles +ωqλ, −ωqλ and εmk+q − iωs

R1 =
N(ωqλ)

iωs − εmk+q + ωqλ
,

R2 =
N(ωqλ) + 1

iωs − εmk+q − ωqλ
,

R3 =
−2ωqλN(εmk+q − iωp)
(iωs − εmk+q)2 − ω2

qλ

,

=

[
f(εmk+q)

iωs − εmk+q + ωqλ
−

f(εmk+q)

iωs − εmk+q − ωqλ

]
.

(2.83)

The boson occupation and Fermi occupation are related through

N(εmk+q − iωp) = 1/(eβ(εmk+q−iωp) − 1),

= −1/eβεmk+q + 1,

= −f(εmk+q).

(2.84)

On adding all the residues, and plugging it in Eq. (2.82) becomes∑
p

S (iωp) = −β
[
N(ωqλ)− f(εmk+q) + 1

iωs − εmk+q − ωqλ
+
N(ωqλ) + f(εmk+q)

iωs − εmk+q + ωqλ

]
. (2.85)

Using Eq. (2.85) into the Eq. (2.80), self-energy Σ(nk, iωs) can be written as

Σ(nk, iωs) =
∑
qλm

|gnmλ (k,q)|2
[
N(ωqλ)− f(εmk+q) + 1

iωs − εmk+q − ωqλ
+
N(ωqλ) + f(εmk+q)

iωs − εmk+q + ωqλ

]
. (2.86)

For the analytical continuation of Eq. (2.86) on the real axis iωs is changed to ωs+ iδ where iδ is a
small positive number. We evaluate the Eq. (2.86) for the energies of the state |nk〉 only i.e ωs = εnk.
We change the notation from Σ(nk, εnk) to Σnk(T ) and temperature (T) enters from the bosons and
fermion occupation.

Σnk(T ) =
∑
qλm

|gnmλ (k,q)|2
[
N(ωqλ, T )− f(εmk+q, T ) + 1

εnk − εmk+q − ωqλ + iδ
+
N(ωqλ, T ) + f(εmk+q, T )

εnk − εmk+q + ωqλ + iδ

]
.

(2.87)

The Eq. (2.87) is a complex quantity and its imaginary part can be separated

Im[Σnk(T )] =
∑
qλm

|gnmλ (k,q)|2 [(N(ωqλ, T ) + f(εmk+q, T )δ(εnk − εmk+q + ωqλ)] +

[(N(ωqλ, T ) + 1− f(εmk+q, T ))δ(εnk − εmk+q − ωqλ)] .

(2.88)

It is clear from the above equation that Im[Σnk(T )] will follow the electronic DOS as it provides the
available phase space for the EP scattering events to take place. The behavior of Im[Σnk(T )] can be
understood with the following argument. Let’s consider low temperatures and electrons with εnk ≥ 0.
In this case both f(εnk, T ) and N(ωqλ, T ) are vanishingly small, and thus only the second term of
the Eq. ((2.87)) contributes. For this reason, excited electrons relax via emission of phonons. But as
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temperature increases, we get 0 ≤ f(εnk, T ) ≤ 1 and N(ωqλ, T ) > 0, and both terms in Eq. (2.88)
start contributing. An analogous argumentation can be carried out for holes. The EP scattering time is
computed from inverse of the Im[Σnk(T )] as

τnk(T ) =
~

2Im[Σnk(T )]
. (2.89)
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2.4 Time-evolution of excited charge carriers

Boltzmann transport equation is used to calculate the distribution of carriers f(r,p, t) in phase space,
which is in turn important to calculate the properties like mobility, velocities of the carriers and current
density through the device. The change in the distribution function f(r,p, t) through the phase space
of volume d3rd3p in time dt can be simply written in the form

df

dt
= −v · ∇rf − F · ∇pf + s(r,p, t) +

∂f

∂t

∣∣∣∣∣
coll

(2.90)

where v is the velocity of the particles, F is the force exerted by external field, s(r,p, t) is the

generation-recombination through defects and the ∂f
∂t

∣∣∣∣∣
coll

incorporate the collisions encountered by the

carriers. We simplify Eq. (2.90) by assuming that the number of particles in the system is conserved,
the system is subjected to no external field and is defect free. These assumptions make first three terms
on the right side of Eq. (2.90) vanish and we are left with only collision term. We use Boltzmann
transport equation in the context of materials where each carrier is designated by the band index n
and wave vector k. We change our notation of distribution function from f(r,p, t) to fnk(t, T ). T
comes into the argument of distribution function because the most common choice of the distribution
function is Fermi-Dirac or Maxwellian distribution function, both of them are temperature dependent.
The collision term is defined as

dfnk(t, T )

dt
=
∂fnk

∂t

∣∣∣∣∣
coll

= −
fnk(t, T )− f th

nk(T )

τnk(T )
(2.91)

with the solution
fnk(t, T ) = f th

nk(T ) + e
− t
τnk(T ) [fnk(0, T )− f th

nk(T )]. (2.92)

Eq. (2.91) is commonly called RTA and Eq. (2.91) is the solution of RTA. It states that the distribution
fnk relaxes directly to the thermalized distribution f thnk with scattering rate τ−1

nk . It omits all the inter-
mediate relaxation steps between the initial non-equilibrium distribution and final relaxed distribution.
We use Fermi-Dirac distribution with or without displaced Fermi energy depending upon the system
under study as f thnk. In other words, Eq. (2.92) states that the perturbation decays exponentially with
the scattering time τnk to restore the equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution f(εnk, T ) [72]. Since,
we consider EP scattering processes only, which is dominant for low carrier densities. We restrict
ourselves to weak perturbation limit and neglect the higher order perturbations. We consider here the
isotropic scattering processes only, i.e. there is no angular dependence and τnk is the average time
between the collision events defined through Eq. (2.89).

We generate the initial hot carrier occupation fnk(0, T ) as a combination of a Fermi-Dirac distri-
bution f(εnk, T ) at the temperature T and a Gaussian peak centered at energy +ζ for electrons in the
conduction band (εnk > εF) and −ζ for the holes in the valence band (εnk < εF) as

fnk(0, T ) = f(εnk, T )− λ̃h√
2πσ2

e
(εnk+ζ)2

2σ2 , εnk < εF,

fnk(0, T ) = f(εnk, T ) +
λ̃e√
2πσ2

e
(εnk−ζ)

2

2σ2 , εnk ≥ εF. (2.93)

where, σ is a small smearing and ζ is the excitation energy counted from the valence and conduction
band edges for holes and electrons respectively. λ̃e/h is the parameters to control the number of initially
excited hot carriers and mostly chosen such that the same number of electrons and holes are excited
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initially. σ and λ̃e/h are system dependent parameters and will be defined for each system specifically
later.

We define the thermalization time τth as

P (ζ, τth, T )

P (ζ, 0, T )
=

1

e
(2.94)

with the population

P (E, t, T ) =
∑
nk

δ(E − εnk)×

{
[1− fnk(t, T )], E < εF,

fnk(t, T ), E ≥ εF.
(2.95)

In our numerical calculations, we approximate the delta function in Eq. (2.95) by a narrow Gaussian
with a width of approximately 20 meV. We focus on excitations above the quasi-Fermi levels, so that
the finite width does not affect τth.

It must be noted that in our formalism the EP couplings are assumed to be small enough such that
electronic wavefunctions, eigenenergies, and dynamical matrices are basically unchanged as compared
to ground state calculations. Also, anharmonic interatomic interactions, which lead to hot phonon
effect are disregarded for simplicity [70, 73]. We assume electron and phonon baths to be at the same
temperature T .Our results are valid as long as the phonon thermalization times are much longer and
phonon oscillation times are much shorter than the carrier thermalization times and the excited system
is not far away from the equilibrium. The novelty of our model lies in the fact, that EP scattering times
τnk which is a central quantity are determined without any fitting parameters. It is precisely calculated
taking into account the inter-and intraband transition arising from all the phonon branches. Our τnk is
band (n) and wave vector (k) dependent that provides the microscopic details of the scattering events
taking place in the BZ which is otherwise difficult to get from experiments.
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Chapter 3

Photocarrier thermalization bottleneck
in graphene

In this chapter, we present our ab-initio results on photocarrier thermalization bottleneck in defect free
and intrinsic graphene. We use the methods described in Ch. 2 to calculate ground state properties of
graphene and hence the self-energy. Later, temperature and excitation energy dependent thermalization
time of hot carriers is extracted using Boltzmann equations. Our approach extracts the leading
mechanism responsible for the suppression of the photocarrier thermalization at low excitation energies
and temperatures, complimented by an explicitly solvable model.

From this work, we came up with one publication and this chapter is mainly from the Ref. [74]. We
start this chapter by discussing the motivation for choosing graphene for our studies in Sec. 3.1. Then
we present the details of simulations parameters used in the calculations and analytical model in Sec.3.2.
Sec. 3.3 includes discussion on the self-energy of hot carriers and comparison of thermalization times
between analytical model and our ab-initio approach. We finally conclude our main findings of this
work in Sec. 3.4. Most of the sections of this chapter are from our own work Ref. [74].

3.1 Introduction

The central phenomenon employed in photodetection and PV is the conversion of light energy into
electricity. It is a quantum conversion process, employing absorption of photons to deliver photoexcited
carriers to an external circuit, where they do electrical work [75]. There are two obvious strategies for
increasing the amount of energy transferred by photocarriers. One can try to speed up the photocarrier
extraction such that the carriers are collected, while they are still hot or even out of thermal equilibrium.
Alternatively, one can try to slow down the cooling or photocarrier thermalization for the same purpose.
Graphene in a combination with other 2D semiconductors offers an interesting opportunity to employ
both strategies. Thanks to the extremely small thickness of the junctions between 2D materials (also
known as van der Waals (vdW) heterostructures [76]), interlayer photocarrier transport may occur
faster than the intralayer relaxation processes [77]. At the same time the optical phonon emission
is strongly suppressed for low-energy excitations in graphene due to unusually high energy quanta
of optical phonons [78, 79]. As a consequence, the photocarriers can be extracted well before they
thermalize and dissipate useful energy by means of phonon emission. By incorporating graphene into
a heterostructure, we can combine the two strategies in one optoelectronic device. In this way the
photoresponse can be substantially increased simultaneously to the device performance. In this work,
we focus on the photocarrier evolution in intrinsic graphene, providing conclusive evidence for the
existence of a thermalization bottleneck that makes such applications possible.
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The striking difference between electron thermalization in intrinsic graphene and in a metal (e.g.
doped graphene) is that the electron-electron collision rate is much lower in the former than in the
latter, as it has been pointed out and confirmed by means of Raman spectroscopy by Basko et al. [80].
Indeed two electrons colliding with each other have to satisfy energy and momentum conservation. If
one electron is excited in the conduction band, then it most likely collides with another electron from
the valence band, as the conduction band is almost empty in intrinsic graphene. The only possible
way to satisfy both conservation laws in this case is to assume all four involved momenta to be
parallel (collinear scattering). This is a direct consequence of the cone-like dispersion for carriers
in graphene. Collinear scattering is an inefficient thermalization mechanism, and the corresponding
electron-electron thermalization time is about 1 ps for photocarriers excited in the optical spectral
region, and it is even longer for lower excitation energies [78, 79, 81]. Since our model is developed to
provide a solid proof for the photocarrier thermalization bottleneck in intrinsic graphene that occurs
at the excitation energy near 100 meV, the electron-electron scattering turns out to be irrelevant for
such excitation energies and only EP scattering is taken into account. This assumption is invalid for
conventional heavily doped graphene samples with a Fermi energy of about 200 meV. However, such
samples would not be suitable for studying the photocarrier thermalization bottleneck, as the relevant
interband excitations are blocked by the Pauli principle.

In contrast to advanced two-temperature models for electron thermalization in metals [82–84] and
semiconductors [85] we are dealing here with a single temperature describing both the thermalized
electrons and equilibrium phonons. This single-temperature model does not treat the thermalization
of phonons, which would require to take into account additional effects such as phonon- phonon
scattering due to anharmonicities [70]. Neglecting weak perturbations from nonequilibrium phonon
occupations, the photoexcited electrons in our model relax directly to the Fermi-Dirac distribution
that is already in thermal equilibrium with the phonon bath. The temperature can be much higher
than 300 K due to sample heating, but we assume the absorbed radiation fluence to be low enough to
prevent a further increase of this temperature.

The photocarrier dynamics in graphene has been studied experimentally by means of pump-
probe spectroscopy as well as time- and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy [86–94]. In
the experiments the carriers are excited far above the Dirac point (by more than 1 eV), and the
ultrafast relaxation of hot carriers is mainly attributed to optical phonon emission and electron-electron
scattering, taking place within 150-170 fs [86, 91]. Excitations below the highest optical phonon
energy (of around 200 meV in graphene) have been studied in Refs. [78, 79, 95], where it has been
observed that the relaxation time is drastically increased from the femtosecond to the picosecond
timescale. There has been a number of theoretical attempts to understand the thermalization and
cooling in graphene [51–55, 78, 96–101], but most of the models suffer from drawbacks by neglecting
the acoustical phonons or the contribution from other points in the BZ. EP coupling in n-doped
graphene have been studied using ab-initio methods but not for the intrinsic graphene [102]. Further
Raman spectroscopy has revealed the complex nature of the phonon dynamics in the presence of hot
carriers [103, 104].

In detail, we present an ab-initio method to calculate the band and momentum resolved scattering
times τnk(T ) along with their temperature dependence. We use τnk(T ) in the Boltzmann equation
under the RTA to calculate the thermalization time τth. We investigate the relaxation time for different
excitation energies from 0.05 to 0.8 eV and over a wide range of temperatures from 0 to 2000 K taking
advantage of the high melting point of graphene [105].
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3.2 Theory

3.2.1 Ab-initio modelling parameters

The ground state properties of graphene are calculated using DFT as implemented in QUANTUME-
SPRESSO [63] within the LDA. The contribution of the core electrons is taken into account through
Troullier-Martins pseudopotential [106] and 2s22p2 are used for the valence configuration. We employ
a plane-wave (PW) basis set with a kinetic energy cutoff of 110 Ry and a charge density cutoff of
440 Ry. To simulate the graphene, the unit cell is repeated in xy-plane and interaction with the periodic
images along z-direction is eliminated by using a vacuum of 20 Å along z-direction. The unit cell
and the atoms in the unit cell of graphene are relaxed with the help of the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno algorithm using very strict force and total energy cutoffs. The cell and atoms are relaxed until
the net force on atoms is less than 10−6 Ry/a.u., and total energy changes are below 10−8 Ry. The
ground state charge density is calculated using 45 × 45 × 1 Γ-centered k-grid in the first BZ. We
obtain an optimized in-plane lattice constant of graphene of a = |a1| = |a2| = 2.436 Å, see Fig. 3.1(a),
which is in good agreement with previous reports of 2.458 Å [107]. The electronic wavefunctions
and eigenenergies are calculated on 36 × 36 × 1 k-grid, whereas phonon dynamical matrices and
frequencies are calculated on a 12× 12× 1 q-grid using DFPT [108] along high symmetry lines of
the first BZ, as shown in Fig. 3.1(b). Fig. 3.1(c) shows the electronic band structure, as computed from
DFT with PW. The excellent agreement with those determined through the WF method demonstrates
the high quality of the interpolated localized orbitals. The phonon dispersion is finally displayed in
Fig. 3.1(d). LO and TO phonon modes of graphene at the Γ-point are degenerate at an energy of
198.37 meV, which matches well with a previously reported value of 197.75 meV [107].

Having determined electronic and phononic band structures, we calculate the electronic self-energy
Σnk(T ) due to the EP interaction for the electronic eigenstate |nk〉 with the EPW code Eq. (2.87)
[73]. We construct WFs to get localized orbitals from PW eigenfunctions. By interpolating WFs, we
finally obtain electronic eigenenergies, dynamical matrices and EP couplings on fine grids in the BZ
[109]. We use a 1200 × 1200 × 1 k-grid and a 300 × 300 × 1 q-grid, which we find necessary to
accurately map out the whole BZ and to converge the integral over q in Eq. (2.87).

The EP scattering time is used to study the time evolution of hot carriers using Boltzmann equations
within RTA. For the initial occupation we use Eq. 2.93, with a small energy broadening σ = 8.47 meV.
The free parameter λ̃e/h is adopted to adjust the initial occupation and is adjusted in such a way
that initially the same number of electrons and holes are excited in conduction and valence bands
respectively. The value which we use for the free parameter λ̃e = λ̃h = 2.4× 10−3 eV. Since we are
interested in the excitation range of −0.8 eV ≤ ζ ≤ 0.8 eV, the electronic density of states (DOS) is
rather symmetric in this range and λ̃ = λ̃e = λ̃h turns out to be an excellent approximation. It can be
related to measurements through λ̃ = 4π2α~2Φv2

F/ζ
2. In the expression, πα is the linear absorption

of graphene, Φ is the pump-fluence and vF is the Fermi velocity of electrons in graphene [81]. Then the
occupations are time stepped up using Eq. (2.92) which is the solution of the Boltzmann equation 2.91.
Finally, the time evolution of the photoexcited carriers is determined using Eq. (2.95). The delta
function in the Eq. (2.95) is approximated by a narrow Gaussian of width 15 meV.

3.2.2 Analytical model

Before performing parameter-free ab-initio calculations of charge carrier dynamics, we estimate
the photocarrier thermalization time of intrinsic graphene within an explicitly solvable model. For
simplicity we assume only optical phonon modes p that are dispersionless, i.e., exhibit the fixed energy
~ωp. For this reason phonon wave vectors will be omitted. Furthermore, we consider only the two
linear electronic bands of the Dirac cone with εnk = n~vFk, n = ± and k = |k|. Additionally, we will
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Figure 3.1: (a) Lattice structure of graphene with in-plane lattice vectors a1 and a2. (b) Reciprocal
lattice of graphene with high symmetry points in the first BZ. (c) Electronic band structure of graphene,
as obtained directly from the calculations with the PW basis set and the corresponding curve from the
WF formalism. (d) Phonon band structure of graphene.

suppress all time and temperature arguments of the occupation functions in this subsection, because
we assume a steady state regime.

The EP collisions in the given optical phonon mode p are governed by the following integral

Ip[f̃nk] =
∑
n′k′

[
f̃n′k′

(
1− f̃nk

)
Wn′k′→nk −f̃nk

(
1− f̃n′k′

)
Wnk→n′k′

]
,

where f̃nk = f
(0)
εnk + f̃

(1)
nk denotes the carrier occupation with the time-independent Fermi-Dirac

distribution f(εnk, T ) = f
(0)
εnk and the non-equilibrium addition f̃ (1)

nk , representing the second term in
Eq. (2.92). The transition probability is given by Fermi’s golden rule

Wnk→n′k′ =
2π

~
Wp [(Np + 1) δ (εnk − εn′k′ − ~ωp) +Npδ (εnk − εn′k′ + ~ωp)] (3.1)

for carriers outgoing from the state |nk〉, and

Wn′k′→nk =
2π

~
Wp [(Np + 1) δ (εn′k′ − εnk − ~ωp) +Npδ (εn′k′ − εnk + ~ωp)] (3.2)
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for carriers incoming to the state |nk〉. Making use of nearly dispersionless optical phonon modes, the
EP interaction matrix element Wp is assumed to be independent of momentum. The first term in both
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) corresponds to the phonon emission, while the second one describes the phonon
absorption. The phonons are treated as a non-interacting gas, characterized by the Bose-Einstein
distribution Np = N(~ωp, T ). Due to the strong carbon-carbon bonding in graphene the optical
phonon energy is higher than 100 meV [see Fig. 3.1(c)] and, hence, we assume ~ωp � kBT for typical
temperatures or, in other words, Np � 1. The collision integral can then be simplified to

Ip[f̃nk] =
2π

~
Wp

∑
n′k′

[
f̃n′k′

(
1− f̃nk

)
δ (εn′k′ − εnk − ~ωp) − f̃nk

(
1− f̃n′k′

)
×

δ (εnk − εn′k′ − ~ωp)] .
(3.3)

Let us now assume f̃nk to be a function of εnk and integrate in momentum space. Making use of the
δ-function and εnk = εnk, we obtain

Ip[f̃εnk ] =
Wp

~3v2
F

[
|εnk + ~ωp|f̃εnk+~ωp

(
1− f̃εnk

)
− |εnk − ~ωp|f̃εnk

(
1− f̃εnk−~ωp

)]
. (3.4)

Finally, we employ a linear response approximation and the property of intrinsic graphene 1− f (0)
εnk =

f
(0)
−εnk so that

f̃εnk+~ωp

(
1− f̃εnk

)
≈ f

(0)
εnk+~ωpf

(0)
−εnk − f̃

(1)
εnk
f

(0)
εnk+~ωp + f̃

(1)
εnk+~ωpf

(0)
−εnk , (3.5)

f̃εnk

(
1− f̃εnk−~ωp

)
≈ f

(0)
−εnk+~ωpf

(0)
εnk

+ f̃ (1)
εnk
f

(0)
−εnk+~ωp − f̃

(1)
εnk−~ωpf

(0)
εnk
. (3.6)

Hence, Eq. (3.4) can be written as a sum of two terms Ip[f̃εnk ] = Ip[f
(0)
εnk ] + Îp[f

(0)
εnk , f̃

(1)
εnk ], where

Ip[f
(0)
εnk

] =
Wp

~3v2
F

[
|εnk + ~ωp|f (0)

εnk+~ωpf
(0)
−εnk − |εnk − ~ωp|f (0)

−εnk+~ωpf
(0)
εnk

]
, (3.7)

Îp[f
(0)
εnk
, f̃ (1)
εnk

] =
Wp

~3v2
F

[
|εnk + ~ωp|

(
f̃

(1)
εnk+~ωpf

(0)
−εnk − f̃

(1)
εnk
f

(0)
εnk+~ωp

)
−|εnk − ~ωp|

(
f̃ (1)
εnk
f

(0)
−εnk+~ωp − f̃

(1)
εnk−~ωpf

(0)
εnk

)]
.

(3.8)

Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) are valid for any ratio between εnk and ~ωp so that we can investigate the
thermalization behavior for photocarriers excited below and above the phonon frequency. Note that
only Eq. (3.8) is responsible for thermalization, because Eq. (3.7) does not contain f̃ (1)

εnk .
In what follows we consider the thermalization of electrons (i.e., εk = ε+k = ~vFk), as the

thermalization of holes is equivalent in the case of intrinsic graphene at not too high excitation
energies [see Fig. 3.1(c)]. Assuming the initial non-equilibrium distribution to be δ-shaped, f (1)

εk ∝
δ (εk − ~ω/2), we find

Ip[f̃εk ] =
ωWp

2~2v2
F

(
f̃

(1)
εk+~ωpf

(0)

− ~ω
2

+~ωp
+ f̃

(1)
εk−~ωpf

(0)
~ω
2

+~ωp

)
− Wp

~2v2
F
f̃ (1)
εk

(∣∣∣ω
2

+ ωp

∣∣∣ f (0)
~ω
2

+~ωp
+
∣∣∣ω
2
− ωp

∣∣∣ f (0)

− ~ω
2

+~ωp

)
.

(3.9)

Eq. (3.9) contains cascade terms, generated each time, when a phonon is emitted or absorbed [100].
We use the RTA, i.e., we truncate the cascade to a single term proportional to f̃ (1)

ε . This results in the
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thermalization time given by

1

τth
=
∑
p

Wp

~2v2
F

(∣∣∣ω
2

+ ωp

∣∣∣ f (0)
~ω
2

+~ωp
+
∣∣∣ω
2
− ωp

∣∣∣ f (0)

− ~ω
2

+~ωp

)
. (3.10)

This analytical model is of course not able to give quantitative predictions, but it suggests that the
thermalization time at ωp � ω/2 is much longer than at ωp � ω/2. Indeed, in the latter limit we have

1

τth
=
∑
p

ωWp

2~2v2
F
, ωp � ω/2, (3.11)

whereas in the former case the rate contains an exponentially small multiplier, resulting in the following
expression

1

τth
=
∑
p

2ωpWp

~2v2
F

e
− ~ωp
kBT , ωp � ω/2. (3.12)

We will confirm the predictions of Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) in the next section using the ab-initio
approach. Note, however, that while the approximation ~ωp � kBT or Np � 1, made for their
derivation, is excellent for most temperatures studied, we will consider temperatures of up to 2000 K
with our ab-initio approach, where this approximation becomes questionable.

3.3 Results

We will now use the ab-initio parameters for electrons, phonons and their couplings, as described
in Sec. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and combine them with the Boltzmann formalism of Sec. 2.4 of Ch. 2 to study
photocarrier thermalization. At the end, we will compare to the results of the analytical equations as
derived in Sec. 3.2.2.

Since we determine scattering times τnk of the Boltzmann formalism [see Eq. (2.91)] from the
imaginary part of the EP self-energy [see Eq. (2.87)], we investigate this quantity first. Fig. 3.2(a)
plots Im[Σnk(T )] as a function of energy for different temperatures. For a given temperature it shows
a pronounced energy dependence. Increasing initially monotonically and rather symmetrically in the
vicinity of the Dirac point at E = εF = 0, it follows the same behavior as the electronic DOS [see
Eqs. (2.87)]. This results from the fact that the electronic DOS represents the phase space for EP
scattering events to take place. As can be inferred from Fig. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), Im[Σnk(T )] is very
sensitive to temperature close to E = 0. In contrast it shows a much weaker temperature dependence
at energies above around 200 meV, coinciding with the highest optical phonon energies. Indeed, we
see for low temperatures (0-300 K) that Im(Σnk) increases roughly exponentially until the highest
optical phonon energy is reached, while the energy dependence is comparatively weak for elevated
temperatures (600-2000 K). The behavior shows that scattering below the optical phonon threshold
takes place rather inefficiently via acoustical phonons. With increasing temperature there are more
phonons available for the carriers to interact with, leading to the increase of Im[Σnk(T )]. Analogously,
the available phase space for optical phonon emission grows with increasing energy. We compare our
EP matrix elements with the one used in literature [55, 110] and find them in excellent agreement.

EP matrix element Our work Ref. [55, 110]

|gΓ|2 0.0408 0.0405

|gK |2 0.1004 0.0994
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Figure 3.2: (a) Imaginary part of the EP self-energy as a function of energy, evaluated at different
temperatures, and the electronic DOS of graphene. (b) Zoom in on the energy and temperature
dependence of Im[Σnk(T )]. We consider only positive energies close to the Dirac point. The inset
represents the corresponding scattering times.

Here, gΓ denotes gmnλ (k,q) with k = K and q = Γ. Whereas, gK denotes gmnλ (k,q) with
k = q = K and m,n are the valence and conduction band crossing at Dirac-point. gΓ and gK is
averaged over λ = LO, TO phonon modes. In the inset of Fig. 3.2(b), we consider the scattering times
τnk(T ), which are inversely proportional to the self-energy [see Eq. (2.89)]. We observe that around
the Dirac point the scattering time becomes very sensitive to temperature and can be on the order of a
few picoseconds for low T . In contrast, at energies above 200 meV the scattering times exhibit only
weak energy and temperature dependencies. As argued before, this behavior can be rationalized by the
fact that for low T at E < 200 meV excited carriers can relax via acoustical phonon scattering only,
while they thermalize efficiently via optical phonons above 200 meV.

To simulate the temporal dynamics, we use Eq. (2.92), starting with the initial distribution of
Eq. (2.93) at time t = 0. Choosing the parameters λ̃ and σ as described in Sec. 3.2, we calculate time
evolutions of occupations for different temperatures T and excitation energies ζ. We are particularly
interested in the behavior of thermalization times for excitations below and above the optical phonon
threshold. Fig. 3.3 shows the hot carrier population P (E, t, T ) [see Eq. (2.95)] for excitation energies
ζ = 0.05, 0.5 eV and temperatures T = 0, 10, 100 K. Below the optical phonon threshold for
ζ = 0.05 eV in Fig. 3.3(a)-(c), thermalization of the hot carriers takes place on the ps timescale via
low-energy acoustical phonons. In this excitation range the relaxation time decreases with increasing
temperature, because the background equilibrium electron distribution allows excited carriers to scatter
increasingly efficiently with the optical phonons [95]. Our thermalization time τth at T = 10 K, as
extracted from Fig. 3.3(b), is around 175 ps. This is lower than the 300 ps reported in Ref. [95] for an
excitation energy of 51 meV on an epitaxially grown graphene sample containing around ∼ 70 layers
and arranged over a SiC substrate. Above the optical phonon threshold, our results in Fig. 3.3(d)-(f)
predict a weak or almost no temperature dependence of the relaxation time. With τth ≈ 60 fs it takes a
value of similar size as the photocarrier isotropization time from Ref. [94], originating from scattering
by optical phonons. Our qualitative findings of a strong temperature dependence of τth below the
optical phonon threshold and none above are consistent with the experimental observations in Ref. [95].
The plots in Fig. 3.3 also demonstrate that the populations of electrons and holes evolve with time
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Figure 3.3: Time-dependent thermalization of photocarriers at an excitation energy of (a)-(c) 0.05 eV
and (d)-(f) 0.5 eV for different temperatures.

quite symmetrically around the Dirac point, confirming that the dynamics of holes are similar as those
of electrons.

Due to the extraordinarily high melting temperature of nearly 5000 K predicted theoretically for
graphene [105], we extend our analysis of time evolutions to high temperatures T = 300, 600, 1200
, 2000 K, see Fig. 3.4. As temperature in the system is increased, it is clear from Eq. (2.87) that the hot
electrons (holes) cannot only emit (absorb) the phonons, but also absorb (emit) the phonons, which
reduces thermalization times further. We find carriers to relax at T = 300 or 600 K on a 100 fs time
scale. At 1200 K this reduces to around 34 fs and is even below 26 fs at 2000 K.

In Fig. 3.5 we summarize the relaxation times τth, which we have extracted from the Boltzmann
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Figure 3.4: Same as Fig. 3.3 at an excitation energy of 0.5 eV for elevated temperatures.

equation combined with our ab-initio modeling at different excitation energies and temperatures. For
ζ = 0.05 eV the thermalization time decreases with increasing temperature from T = 0 to 1200 K
by more than 3 orders of magnitude. In contrast, there is only little change in the relaxation time
with temperature for a fixed excitation with ζ = 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 eV above the optical phonon threshold.
A slight decrease is seen at the temperatures, where thermal energies are similar to those of optical
phonon quanta, i.e., kBT ≈ ~ωp. In addition, for a fixed temperature, relaxation times depend only
little on ζ, if the excitation energy is above the optical phonon threshold. To summarize, taking into
account only EP scattering events, we thus observe intriguingly that relaxation times in graphene can
span an extraordinary range from 170 ps down to 60 fs, if the temperature is varied and carriers are
excited below the optical phonon threshold.

Our predictions can be qualitatively understood by using the concept of a thermalization bottleneck
in graphene. Thanks to the high optical phonon energy quanta of about 200 meV [see Fig. 3.1(d)], the
low-energy (THz) electrons cannot relax as fast as the optically excited photocarriers, because at low
temperatures (i) the phonon absorption is a very rare process and (ii) the phonon emission requires an
empty electron state below the Fermi level, but states below εF are almost fully occupied. The relevant
thermalization times can be estimated by using our analytical model. We assume an explicit form for
the EP interaction matrix element given by [99]
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Figure 3.5: Thermalization time of the excited carriers, as determined from the Boltzmann equation,
as a function of temperature for different excitation energies.

Wp =
~∆2

pFp

2ρωp
, (3.13)

where ∆p is the deformation potential for a mode p, Fp is a dimensionless geometric factor, and
ρ = 7.6 × 10−8 g/cm2 is the mass density. In what follows, we take into account the two most
important phonon modes [99], p = Γ,K, where FΓ = 1, FK = 1/2, ~ωΓ = 197 meV, ~ωK = 157
meV, and ∆Γ = ∆0, ∆K =

√
2∆0 with ∆0 = 11 eV/Å [99]. At ω � ωp the thermalization time can

be found from Eq. (3.11) as

τth =
4ω0

ω

~v2
Fρ

∆2
0

, ω � ωΓ,K, (3.14)

where 1/ω0 = 1/ωΓ + 1/ωK. Assuming an excitation energy of ~ω = 1.55 eV (i.e., a radiation
wavelength of 800 nm), we estimate τth ≈ 58 fs. In the opposite limit ω � ωp we get from Eq. (3.12)

τth =
~v2

Fρ

∆2
0

1

exp(− ~ωΓ
kBT

) + exp(− ~ωK
kBT

)
, ω � ωΓ,K. (3.15)

Assuming the most relevant temperature of 300 K, we estimate τth ≈ 92 ps.
Our considerations confirm that (i) the thermalization timescales differ at ω � ωp and ω � ωp

by three orders of magnitude at room temperature, (ii) the photocarrier thermalization time strongly
depends on temperature at ω � ωp, whereas at ω � ωp it does not, (iii) in the former case, the
thermalization time decreases rapidly with increasing temperature. This is exactly what we see in
the summary of the relaxation times τth shown in Fig. 3.5, as determined through our first principles
approach.
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3.4 Summary and Outlook

In summary, we have studied the relaxation dynamics of hot carriers in single-layer graphene near
and away from the Dirac point subject to the EP interaction. In excellent agreement with analytical
predictions we find that relaxation times computed with our model are strongly increased, if carriers
are excited below the optical phonon energies. In addition, we have shown that the carrier relaxation
times depend strongly on temperature for such low excitation energies, while being rather temperature-
independent for excitation energies above optical phonon energy quanta. Our results are in agreement
with the experimental findings, attributing photocarrier relaxation at different excitation energies to
different phonon branches [86, 91, 95].

DFT results depend on the choice of the exchange-correlation functional. To assess the robustness
of DFT-derived electron and phonon dispersions as well as EP couplings, different functionals have
been tested in Ref. [111] and compared to the Hartree-Fock and GW approximations. While the
cone-like electron dispersion at the K-point is consistently reproduced and phonon dispersions are
generally found to be in good agreement with experiment, inaccuracies of the EP couplings for the
highest optical phonon branch near the K-point have been corroborated and the GW approach has
been advocated as a way for making quantitative improvements. While the use of electronic structure
methods beyond DFT would certainly be desirable in the future, we expect that more accurate ab-initio
input parameters will not qualitatively change the results presented here.

The photocarrier thermalization bottleneck could be employed to facilitate the photoexcited
electron transport from graphene to a semiconductor across a Schottky barrier [112–114]. Thanks to
the longer relaxation time at lower excitation energies, the photocarriers can contribute to the interlayer
transport before thermalization is completed, thus improving the photoresponsivity [115]. From the
device engineering point of view, the most important assumption made in this work is the absence of
a substrate. It might provide additional dielectric screening and unintentional doping, which overall
influence the electron-electron scattering contribution neglected here. Moreover the photocarriers might
experience interactions with remote polar surface phonons [99], providing additional EP scattering
channels. Since the precise effects caused by a substrate strongly depend on the chosen material and
its interface properties, the model should be tailored for each device to make quantitative predictions.
Such aspects could be addressed in future work.
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Chapter 4

Effect of spin-orbit coupling on
thermalization of photoexcited carriers
in two-dimensional transition metal
dichalcogenides and internal quantum
efficiency of van der Waals
heterostructures

In this chapter, we focus on another class of 2D materials called TMDCs of type MX2 with M being
a transition metal and X is a chalcogen. As mentioned previously, strong light-matter interaction,
selective valley excitations, and a direct bandgap make them an excellent candidate for electronics,
optoelectronics and, PV devices. The systems of our interest here are single-layer of MoS2 and WSe2.
The single-layer of WSe2 shows approximately three times stronger SOC splitting at VBM than MoS2.
We investigate the effect SOC in the EP scattering events leading to the thermalization of photoexcited
carriers. We show that self-energy decreases around the band edges where SOC splitting is not small.
Due to the finite energy gap between optical and acoustical phonons in the phonon band structure,
we can resolve the thermalization times in terms of optical and acoustical phonon contributions. We
approximate tunneling time using an analytical model. The ratio between thermalization and tunneling
times as a function of excitation energy shows almost no energy dependence for WSe2 which is not
true in case of MoS2. The results reported in Sec.4.3 are available online Ref.[116] and is currently
under review. This chapter up to large extent is from our own work Ref. [116].

We start with the motivation in Sec. 4.1.In Sec. 4.2, we refer to the computational details of
the simulations and an analytical model used to estimate tunneling times. Results in Sec. 4.3 are
divided into two parts (i) the geometrical structure, electronic and phononic band structure analysis (ii)
Self-energy, thermalization and tunneling time analysis. The chapter ends with conclusions in Sec.4.4.

4.1 Introduction

Utilizing high-energy carriers in PV devices could improve light-to-energy conversion efficiency [75].
Despite recent progress with hot-carrier generation and injection in plasmonic nanostructures [117],
the conventional semiconductor solar cells still demonstrate a superior efficiency without need for
nanoscale fabrication. Alternative approaches to the problem either facilitate hot-electron transfer,
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e.g. from a chemically modified surface of lead selenide to titanium oxide [7], or extend photocarrier
lifetimes, e.g. in some perovskites [118, 119]. Van der Waals (vdW) semiconductor heterostructures
formed from atomically thin 2D crystals [76] might represent a suitable platform to take advantage of
both phenomena, i.e. ultrafast photocarrier extraction and slow photocarrier thermalization.

The possibility to assemble vdW heterostructures layer by layer allows to tune electron transfer
across interfaces in the out-of-plane dimension. This interlayer charge transfer directly competes
with intralayer photocarrier thermalization. The scheme has first been realized in a graphene–boron-
nitride–graphene vdW heterostructure [77], where the interlayer tunneling time ranges from 1 fs to
1 ps depending on bias voltage. Since the photocarrier thermalization time in graphene spans the
interval between 10 fs and 10 ps depending on carrier concentration and excitation energy [74, 79, 81,
94, 120, 121], there is a parameter range within which high-energy photocarrier extraction is feasible.
Substituting graphene by a 2D TMDCs in a stack [122–125] opens new perspectives thanks to the
possibility to create a diode configuration [126] and to realize stronger light-matter interactions [127].
There are already several reports on the fabrication of TMDC-based vdW heterostructures and their
optoelectronic properties [128–130]. The high-energy photocarriers may be filtered by means of a
boron-nitride layer, constituting a barrier for thermalized electrons and holes with low energy [129,
130]. Since the photocarrier thermalization time is sensititive to the electron and phonon spectra of
each semiconductor, it is important to compare this thermalization time with the interlayer tunneling
time: The high-energy photocarrier transport may not be feasible, if the former is too short. The
relevant processes are sketched in Fig. 4.1. Note that we do not distinguish between the terms "hot" or
"high-energy" carriers, but use them interchangably.

Light-matter interaction in 2D TMDCs has recently been explored in time-resolved photolumines-
cence and transient absorption spectroscopy experiments using either linearly or circularly polarized
light targeting exciton and carrier dynamics [30, 31, 131–144]. Experimental and theoretical studies
of 2D TMDCs have largely focused on bound states for excitation energies below the electronic
bandgap, reporting exciton lifetimes [31, 135, 145], excitonic linewidths and diffusion rates [143, 144],
exciton-exciton annihilation [133, 134], and exciton surface defect trapping [132]. Valley-resolved
carrier dynamics has also been investigated around the band edge, and long valley depolarisation times
starting from a few ps for MoS2 [30, 31] to a few ns for WSe2 [137–139] have been measured. Free
photoexcited carrier thermalization in 2D TMDCs, arising for excitations above the bandgap, has been
studied much less comprehensively [131, 136, 140–142, 146]. Ab-initio studies have shown that the
carrier-carrier scattering is efficient far away from the band edges due to a quadratic increase of the
available phase space [40, 41]. For a clean sample with no defects, the interaction with phonons thus
represents the most important nonradiative channel for thermalization and cooling of photoexcited
carriers in the vicinity of the valence and conduction band edges [132, 146, 147] and requires a deeper
understanding.

In the present work we study the influence of SOC on photocarrier thermalization in single-layer
TMDCs and additionally relate intralayer thermalization rates to interlayer tunneling rates in vdW
heterostructures, important for future optoelectronic devices with improved internal quantum efficiency
(IQE). We show that photocarrier thermalization is slowed down by SOC induced band splitting near
valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM). Similar to interlayer transport,
the thermalization occurs faster for photocarriers excited farther away from the band edges. We find,
however, that the hole thermalization rate increases with excess energy in MoS2 much more rapidly
than in WSe2. We therefore expect that the IQE of the tunneling device shown in Fig. 4.1 will strongly
depend on whether MoS2 or WSe2 is employed.
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Figure 4.1: Photocarrier excitation, thermalization, and tunneling in a semiconductor–dielectric–
semiconductor vdW heterostructure. A weak bias (not shown) is applied to create a current across
the layers. The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is determined by the ratio between thermalization
and tunneling rates. Here, we consider transport through the valence bands because of the longer
thermalization time for photoexcited holes.

4.2 Theoretical methods

4.2.1 Ab-initio modelling parameters

The ground state properties of the MoS2 and WSe2 monolayers are determined using DFT within
LDA with scalar relativistic correction using QUANTUMESPRESSO. SOC is included through the
Hamiltonian ĤSO (in atomic units)

ĤSO =
1

2M2

1

r

dV KS

dr
L · σ, (4.1)

here, M is the mass of the nucleus, r is the radial distance from the nucleus and V KS is the self-
consistent Kohn-Sham potential. The contribution of the core electrons is taken into account using
norm-conserving Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials with relativistic corrections [106]. For the valence
configuration, 6 outermost electrons of each transition metal (Mo, W) and chalcogen (S, Se) are
considered. A PW basis set with a kinetic energy cutoff of 70 Ry and a charge density cutoff of 280 Ry
is employed. The unit cells and atoms in the unit cells of MoS2 and WSe2 monolayer are optimized
simultaneously with the help of the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm, neglecting SOC
until the net force on atoms is less than 10−6 Ry/a.u. and total energy changes are below 10−8 Ry. The
inclusion of SOC during relaxation changes the lattice constant by less than 0.00035 Å. In order to
have band structures comparable, we don’t consider SOC during relaxation. The unit cells are repeated
in the xy-directions but a vacuum of 18 Å is used to avoid artificial interaction in the z-direction. We
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calculate every quantity with and without SOC and compare the final results. The ground state charge
density is computed on 45× 45× 1 Γ-centered k-grid. The electronic eigenfunctions and eigenvalues
are evaluated on 24× 24× 1 k grid and however, for phonon dynamical matrices we use 12× 12× 1
q grids.

To construct WFs [109], we consider 7 valence bands and 4 conduction bands in case of no
SOC and these numbers are doubled when SOC is included. With the localised WFs we interpolate
eigenenergies, eigenfunctions and dynamical matrices on 300 × 300 × 1 k and q grids which are
sufficient to map the Σnk[T ] on whole BZ accurately and converge the sum over q in Eq. (2.87). We
use EPW package to compute the Σnk[T ] [73].

The time evolution of the photoexcited carriers is calculated using the Eq. (2.92) and we follow
the same steps as mentioned in the section 3.2 of chapter 3. The initial occupation at t = 0 fs is
realized using a Gaussian pulse centered at excitation energy ζ which is measured with respect to
the conduction and valence band edges for electrons and holes respectively and a narrow broadening
σ = 8.74 meV is used. The free parameter λ̃e and λ̃h controls the number of photoexcited carriers in
the conduction and valence band respectively. They are adjusted such that the different electronic DOS
in valence and conduction bands yields the same number of photoexcited carriers at t = 0 fs. The
thermalized distribution f thnk(T ) in Eq (2.92) is assumed to be a Fermi-Dirac distribution as t→∞
with the quasi-Fermi level consisting the same number of photoexcited carriers as excited initially. In
Eq. (2.95) for population calculations, delta function is approximated by a narrow Gaussian having a
width of 20 meV. We focus on excitations above the quasi-Fermi levels so that the finite width does not
affect τth.

4.2.2 Interlayer charge transport

Having the thermalization time at hand, we need a reference timescale to see whether high-energy
photoexcited carriers can contribute to interlayer electron transport in vdW heterostructures, as sketched
in Fig. 4.1. An accurate calculation of the interlayer transport time is a challenging task, because the
carrier motion across interfaces is subject to multiple uncontrolled effects, e.g. interfacial roughness
and impurity scattering. These effects may vary even within the same batch of samples, let alone
the use of different 2D materials. In what follows, we employ a concept based on the transmission
coefficient for carriers tunneling through a barrier and the uncertainty relation between the photocarrier
excess energy and lifetime [77]. The advantage of the approach is that we can straightforwardly relate
the transmission probability of the photoexcited carriers to a measurable quantity, namely the IQE.

Our starting point is the well-known transmission probability of carriers through a rectangular
barrier of width d and height ∆0 counted from the respective band edge, see Fig. 4.1. We assume
the tunneling regime [77] so that the photocarrier excess energy is always below the barrier ζ < ∆0.
Note that according to the conventions used in this work ζ and ∆0 are both positive, even for holes.
We assume that the in-plane photocarrier momentum is not conserved due to interfacal disorder,
rendering the problem effectively one-dimensional. We must, however, change the physical meaning
of the incident wave vector kz . It does not describe propagating waves anymore but is related to the
out-of-plane momentum uncertainty ∆pz/~, which is of the order of the size of the first BZ for 2D
conductors [148]. The approximations can formally be summarized as [77, 149]
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T (ζ) =
4k2

zκ
2

(k2
z + κ2)2 sinh2 κd+ 4k2
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(4.2)

≈ 4k2
zκ

2

(k2
z + κ2)2 e

−2κd, κd� 1 (4.3)

≈ 4κ2

k2
z

e−2κd, kz � κ (4.4)

≈ 8
∆0 − ζ
vz∆pz

exp

(
−2d

~
√

2m(∆0 − ζ)

)
. (4.5)

In the last line, we have used the relations ~κ =
√

2m(∆0 − ζ) and ~2k2
z/m ≈ vz∆pz . Since

the structure is aperiodic along the out-of-plane direction, the effective mass m of the quasiparticle
moving across the interface equals the free electron mass. Importantly, there is a relation between the
quasiparticle velocity, momentum uncertainty, and lifetime [148, 149]: vz∆pz ≈ 1/τth. Note that we
have assumed here that the lifetime is determined by the thermalization time. Hence, the photocarrier
transmission probability can be expressed as T (ζ) ≈ τth/τtun, where

1

τ tun
≈ ∆0 − ζ

~
exp

(
−2d

~
√

2m(∆0 − ζ)

)
. (4.6)

Equation (4.6) is somewhat similar to the transport time formula for a triangular barrier, employed
in Ref. [77] to describe electron tunneling in the Fowler-Nordheim regime. In our case, we assume a
low bias and a thin barrier such that the voltage does not appear in τtun explicitly, but it may influence
∆0. As we need τtun solely for comparison with τth by the order of magnitude, we estimate it roughly
for ∆0 ≈ 1 eV and d ≈ 1 nm. The interlayer transport time then ranges between 100 fs to 10 ps,
depending on the excess energy. To gain a substantial photocurrent, the interlayer transport must not
be too slow as compared with thermalization. From the experimental point of view, the ratio τth/τtun

is nothing else but the IQE in the tunneling limit τth � τtun. In the following section we will further
analyze τth, τtun and the ratio τth/τtun.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Structural, electronic and phononic properties

Monolayer MX2 has a layered structure, and the unit cell consists 3 atoms with D3h symmetry. A
plane of transition atoms is sandwiched between planes of chalcogen atoms as shown in Fig. 4.2. After
structural relaxation the in-plane lattice constants |a| for MoS2 and WSe2 monolayer turns out to be
3.16 Å and 3.27 Å, respectively, which is in good agreement with experiment and previous ab-initio
calculations [150, 151].

The electronic band structures are displayed in Fig. 4.3(a,b). We find a direct bandgap of 1.74 eV
at the K point in the BZ for MoS2, while WSe2 exhibits an indirect gap of 1.44 eV with the VBM at
the K point and the CBM located on the Γ-K direction. As DFT is known to underestimate bandgaps,
we apply a rigid shift to the conduction bands to arrive at GW bandgap values of 2.82 and 2.42 eV
for MoS2 and WSe2, respectively [152, 153]. This shift modifies the bandgap values only but does
not affect the time evolution of the hot carriers to be discussed later. This assumption is valid because
the electronic bandgap is much larger than the highest phonon energy, and electrons and holes thus
thermalize independently. Fig. 4.3(a,b) furthermore shows that the WF-interpolated band structure
matches exactly with the band structure determined with the PW basis, confirming the high quality of
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Figure 4.2: Schematic crystal structure of MX2 viewed perpendicularly to the x- and (b) z-axis. Yellow
and violet spheres represent chalcogen (S, Se) and transition metal atoms (Mo, W) respectively.

Figure 4.3: Electronic band structure for monolayer (a) MoS2 and (b) WSe2, calculated with PW and
WFs basis sets. Phonon band structure for monolayer (c) MoS2 and (d) WSe2. Both electronic and
phononic band structures take the relativistic SOC into account.
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Figure 4.4: Imaginary part of the EP self-energy as a function of energy calculated for different
temperatures without and with SOC for (a)-(b) MoS2 and (c)-(d) WSe2 monolayers. The DOS is also
shown in each panel by a solid line.

the localized basis set. Due to three atoms in the unit cell MoS2 and WSe2 feature three acoustical
and six optical modes of vibration, as it is visible from the phonon band structure in Fig. 4.3(c,d).
The highest frequencies of 60 and 37 meV for MoS2 and WSe2 monolayers occur at the Γ point,
respectively, and these values agree with previously reported ones [154, 155]. An energy gap separates
acoustical and optical branches, which will be exploited in the analysis of thermalization times later.
We compare our band structure with truncated Coulomb interaction along z-direction and find changes
less then 1.2 meV, this justifies our 18 Å vacuum slab [not shown here].

4.3.2 Self-energy and thermalization time

We start by discussing the imaginary part of the self-energy, which is proportional to the EP scattering
rate τ−1

nk . Figure 4.4 shows ImΣnk for MoS2 and WSe2 with and without SOC as a function of energy
at different temperatures. The energy dependence of ImΣnk follows that of the electronic DOS. This
can be understood from Eq. (2.87), where the self-energy for state |nk〉 is determined by a sum over
all electronic states |mk + q〉. Considering that phonon energies are limited to below 60 meV for
both materials, the sum essentially constitutes an integral over electronic states in the vicinity of εnk,
which is proportional to the electronic DOS. SOC reshapes the electronic band structure by splitting
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Figure 4.5: Scattering times as a function of excess energy with and without SOC for (a) MoS2 and (b)
WSe2 at T = 0 K.

Figure 4.6: Time evolution of photoexcited carriers with and without SOC in (a)-(b) MoS2 and (c)-(d)
WSe2 monolayers at an excitation energy of ζ = 0.2 eV for T = 0 K. Initial and final photoexcited
carrier populations correspond to a carrier density of 7 × 1012 cm−2. Note that due to the large
spin-orbit splitting near the valence band edge the thermalized population is rather broad in panels (b)
and (d), but the area under initial and final distributions remains constant.
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spin-degenerate states. On the rather large energy scales shown in Fig. 4.4, comprising excess energies
of up to 3 eV, we find that this can increase the imaginary part of the self-energy as compared to the
case without SOC.

Figure 4.7: Contributions of acoustical and optical phonons to the thermalization of hot holes (left)
and hot electrons (right) in (a)-(b) MoS2 and (c)-(d) WSe2 monolayers, neglecting SOC.

More relevant to us are the effects of SOC around the band edges. Comparing scattering times with
and without SOC in Fig. 4.5, we observe that the τnk are strongly increased by SOC for holes of both
MoS2 and WSe2 and electrons of WSe2. The electron states of MoS2, on the other hand, are basically
unaffected. The large increase of τnk correlates with a large spin-orbit splitting of the corresponding
valence and conduction band states in Fig. 4.3. Let us point out that similar calculations of τnk have
already been presented by Ciccarino et al. [40]. The authors have assigned the increased scattering
times to the suppression of intraband scattering and spin-valley locking. In the following we extend
that study by calculating thermalization times with the Boltzmann equation, by distinguishing the
roles of acoustical and optical phonons in the scattering processes, and by comparing thermalization to
tunneling times in vdW heterostructures.

Typical densities of carriers excited in pump-probe experiments lie between 1011 to 1013 cm−2

[131, 135, 156]. We adjust our free parameters λ̃e, λ̃h of Eq. (2.93) such that we generate non-
equilibrium populations corresponding to densities of 7 × 1012 cm−2 carriers in the valence and
conduction bands and use the same number for all the initial state preparations throughout this chapter.
The time evolution of the occupation is then calculated using Eq. (2.92) with the thermalized Fermi-
Dirac distribution f th

nk centered at a quasi-Fermi level such that the density of 7× 1012 cm−2 carriers
are present after thermalization. This assumption of a conserved number of carriers is valid, because
radiative recombination times of electron-hole pairs in MoS2 and WSe2 are on the order of a few ps
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Figure 4.8: Same as Fig. 4.7 but including SOC.

[132, 135, 145]. They are thus much longer than the thermalization times that we will report in the
following.

Fig. 4.6(a) shows the evolution of the hot-carrier population for MoS2 at T = 0 K without SOC.
In this case thermalization times of electrons and holes are comparable. Upon introducing the SOC, it
can be seen in Fig. 4.6(b) that the thermalization time of holes is increased, whereas it remains almost
unchanged for electrons. WSe2 follows the same trend as MoS2, see Fig. 4.6(c,d). We attribute this
behavior to the strong spin-orbit splitting of the valence band in both MoS2 and WSe2.

The finite energy separation between optical and acoustical branches, observed in Fig. 4.3, makes it
possible to distinguish them in ImΣnk = ImΣnkac+ImΣnkop and consequently in τ−1

th = τ−1
th,ac+τ−1

th,op.
In Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 we show thermalization times determined by disregarding or considering SOC,
respectively. Beside the total thermalization time τth (•) we display τth,ac (N) and τth,op (×),
calculated by taking into account only acoustical or optical phonons. In Fig. 4.7 it can be seen that
thermalization of electrons and holes at low temperatures near the band edges (see the low excess
energy ζ = 0.08 eV) is typically dominated by low-energy acoustical phonons. The electrons of MoS2

constitute an exception, since their thermalization is governed by optical phonons. With increasing
temperature acoustical phonons keep their dominant influence on τth or start to dominant the EP
scattering at T & 100 K for the electrons of MoS2. Away from the band edges (see the high excess
energy ζ = 0.8 eV) a rather diverse picture arises, where both acoustical and optical contributions can
define thermalization. Once SOC is introduced in Fig. 4.8, the contribution of acoustical phonons is
strongly suppressed for low ζ and low T , while that of the optical phonons remains nearly unaffected.
For this reason the thermalization of both electrons and holes at low temperatures is fully governed
by optical phonons. With increasing temperature acoustical phonons play an increasingly important
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Figure 4.9: Hot carrier thermalization times for holes (left) and electrons (right) in (a)-(b) MoS2 and
(c)-(d) WSe2 monolayers. Solid lines represent thermalization times with SOC and dashed lines those
without SOC.

Figure 4.10: Comparison of thermalization and tunneling times for holes in MoS2 and WSe2 het-
erostructures, see Fig. 4.1, as a function of excess energy measured from the VBM. The inset shows
the ratio τth/τtun. Thermalization times include the effect of SOC.
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role and at T & 100 K they define the decreasing behavior of τth. Altogether, the effects of SOC slow
down thermalization near the band edges.

We summarize the total thermalization time τth in Fig. 4.9 as a function of temperature for different
excess energies. The dashed curves represent the thermalization time without SOC, and the solid
curves include SOC. While SOC strongly increases the thermalization time at low T near the band
edges, τth may also decrease (see for instance ζ = 0.8 eV in Fig. 4.9(d)) depending upon the band
structure and EP couplings. For a fixed excitation energy the thermalization time generally decreases
with increasing temperature, because more phonons are accessible to scatter on electrons and holes.
The same trend has been reported in pump-probe experiments performed on five-layer MoS2 [131],
where the drop of τth has been observed for electrons at around T = 300 K. Fig. 4.9(a,b) suggests
that it occurs around 100 K for MoS2 in our theory. It should however be emphasized that we study
perfectly crystalline, free-standing layers in vacuum. The presence of a substrate, defects and interlayer
interactions thus complicates a comparison with the experimental results. A qualitative agreement is
nevertheless achieved.

As visible in Fig. 4.9, free carriers near the band edges feature longer relaxation times as compared
with those at higher excess energies. The reason is the lower electronic DOS available for scattering
around the band edges. Caused by multiple valleys in the conduction band, see Figs. 4.3 and 4.4,
electrons thermalize faster than holes in both MoS2 and WSe2. Due to the heavier elements composing
WSe2, the SOC-related splitting at both the valence and conduction band edges is larger than in MoS2.
This alters the thermalization time of both electrons and holes. However, electrons still thermalize one
order of magnitude faster than holes around band edges. We note that our calculated thermalization
times of electrons in MoS2 for ζ = 0.05 eV amount to 63 and 36 fs at 10 and 100 K, respectively,
which is of a similar magnitude as found in Ref. [142], where τth ≈ 30 fs at T ≈ 50 K.

Since our calculations predict that holes thermalize more slowly than electrons in both MoS2 and
WSe2, we focus on hole transport to discuss the IQE of the tunneling device presented in Fig. 4.1. The
heterostructure that we have in mind thus consists of two single-layer of 2D TMDCs at the outside,
which are separated by a 1 nm thick dielectric film that establishes a tunneling barrier ∆0 of 1 eV to
the VBM of the single-layer. Figure 4.10 shows how the photoexcited hole thermalization time τth

compares to the tunneling time τtun of Eq. (4.6) as a function of the excess energy ζ. Surprisingly, τth

follows the same trend as τtun for WSe2. The ratio τth/τtun thus depends only weakly on ζ , as visible
in the inset of Fig. 4.10. This suggests that the IQE of the vdW heterostructure stays rather constant
with regard to increasing photocarrier excess energy. This contrasts to the case of MoS2, where τth

drops much faster than τtun when ζ increases. Hence, we expect that an analogous MoS2-based
tunneling device will demonstrate a pronounced decay in the IQE once the photocarriers are excited
away from the band edges. Ultimately, our calculations trace back this effect to the larger SOC-induced
valence band splitting of WSe2 as compared to MoS2 in these otherwise similar materials, see Fig. 4.3.

4.4 Conclusions and outlook

In the relevant region near the band edges we find that the inclusion of SOC generally increases the
thermalization times by up to an order of magnitude. Our analysis assigns this effect to a suppression
of acoustical phonon scattering, while thermalization by optical phonon remains basically unaffected.
In both monolayers electrons thermalize almost one order of magnitude faster than holes. We have
additionally estimated the tunneling time of a TMDC-based heterostructure using an analytical model.
The ratio of thermalization and tunneling times decreases weakly with photocarrier excess energy in
WSe2, whereas it drops quickly for MoS2 when moving away from the WF. Our calculations hence
suggest that tunneling devices based on WSe2 monolayers will have a higher IQE than MoS2-based
systems.
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Chapter 5

Charge carrier thermalization in bulk
and monolayer CdTe

The 2D materials we have studied so far have hexagonal structures and can be exfoliated from their
bulk crystals by reducing the number of layer from infinity to one. In this work, we decided to explore
group II-VI semiconductor which exists primarily in cubic structures in nature. One of the most popular
choice in this group is CdTe which is a direct gap material and an excellent choice for devices based
on light matter interaction. Bulk CdTe has zinc blende structure. Through the ab-initio calculations we
make prediction that the stable monolayer CdTe can be cleaved along [110] facet which has rectangular
unit cell. We perform the similar studies as done in Ch. 3 and 4 for graphene and TMDCs respectively
on CdTe in this chapter. We find that the thermalzation time is constant for electrons in single-layer
CdTe up to 500 meV of excess energy. This is consistent with the current understanding of constant
electronic DOS of parabolic band in 2D limit.

The chapter is organised as follows. We start with the motivation behind the present studies in
Sec. 5.1 and then provide with the technical details of the simulations in Sec. 5.2. In Sec. 5.3 we discuss
the calculated electronic and phononic properties, EP scattering rates, and photocarrier thermalization
times using the computational methods described in Ch. 2. The main findings of the present work are
summarised in Sec. 5.4. This chapter up to large extent is from our own work Ref. [157] and will be
submitted shortly.

5.1 Introduction

A direct bandgap facilitates the interband absorption in semiconductors, because of the vanishing
momentum mismatch in optical transitions between the VBM and CBM. Group II-VI and III-V
semiconductors exhibit a direct bandgap and are therefore excellent candidates to exploit interband
optical transitions. One of the popular choices among this group is CdTe, being a direct-bandgap
semiconductor used in electro-optic modulators and nuclear detectors [158]. Its most prevalent
commercial application is in PV as a component of cadmium sulfide (CdS)-CdTe junctions [159]. State
of the art CdS-CdTe solar cells have reached impressive 21% PV efficiency [3] defined as a ratio of the
electrical power density to the incident light power density in the optimal operating regime under the
standard test condition.

Recent progress in nanofabrication technologies has made it possible to reduce the thickness of
CdTe crystals to just a few layers [160] and even to roll the layers up into nanoscrolls [161]. Atomically
thin layers of other members of the group II-VI semiconductors have also been synthesized recently
[160, 162]. In particular, a four-layer-thick zinc selenide (ZnSe) slab cleaved along the [110] facet
of the bulk crystal has been shown to be stable [163]. Note that bulk CdTe features the same zinc
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Figure 5.1: Energy-optimized crystal structure for (a) bulk CdTe in the zinc blende phase and monolayer
CdTe cleaved along the [110] facet in (b) top and (c) side views. The lattice vectors a,b, c are indicated
for each of the monolayer structures.

blende crystal structure as ZnSe, see Fig. 5.1(a). Keeping in mind this tremendous progress, we
anticipate fabrication of monolayer CdTe in the near future, because first principles studies suggest
that this material is dynamically stable [164–166]. In this work we address what happens with the
ultrafast dynamics of photoexcited carriers in CdTe films, once their thickness is reduced down to the
fundamental limit of a monolayer, as shown in Fig. 5.1(b).

Such extremely thin CdTe films belong to the class of atomically thin or 2D materials such as
graphene [8], TMDCs [10], 2D oxides [167], germanane [168], and phosphorene [169]. 2D materials
show properties drastically different from their bulk counterparts due to quantum confinement. For
example, TMDCs demonstrate a transition from indirect to direct gap when reduced from the bulk
to a monolayer, resulting in strong excitonic photoluminescence peaks [10, 29]. Interestingly, the
opposite behavior of a direct to indirect bandgap can be observed in metal monochalcogenides, leading
to a vanishing of the excitonic absorption in stacks that are less than 8 layers thick [11]. The peculiar
optical properties make 2D materials promising for photodetection and other photonic applications
[35, 124, 170–172].

To understand the microscopic details of hot-carrier dynamics in CdTe, both theoretical and
experimental efforts are necessary. There are several pump-probe studies on the electron-spin relaxation
in bulk CdTe, highlighting the role of photoexcited carrier density and excitation energy [173–175]. In
the pump-probe studies the carriers mainly thermalize via emission of optical phonons and interactions
with defects [173, 175, 176]. Although surface phonons in the group II-VI semiconductors have also
been investigated [177], their role in photocarrier thermalization is still unknown. In perfect crystals
the dominant mechanisms involved in hot-carrier scattering are electron-electron and EP interactions
[6]. It is well established by means of ab-initio methods that the EP scattering plays a major role near
the band edges [40–42]. We therefore focus on the EP scattering in this paper and proceed similar to a
previous work [74], where we studied the photocarrier thermalizaton bottleneck in graphene. We show
that the thermalization process is qualitatively different, depending upon whether CdTe is bulk or 2D.
The respective thermalization times differ by orders of magnitude and demonstrate a distinct behavior
upon excess energy and temperature changes.
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5.2 Ab-initio modelling parameters

We use DFT within the LDA including the SOC as implemented in QUANTUMESPRESSO [63] to
calculate the ground state properties of monolayer and bulk CdTe. The core electronic contribution to
the Kohn-Sham potential is taken with Troullier-Martins pseudopotential [106] with scalar relativistic
correction. The valence electronic configuration has six electrons from both Cd and Te. We use a PW
basis set with kinetic energy cutoff of 70 Ry and charge density cutoff of 280 Ry. To simulate the
monolayer CdTe, unit cell is repeated in xy-direction and a vacuum of 18 Å along z-direction is used
to isolate the monolayer from its periodic images in z-direction. The unit cell and atoms are relaxed
simultaneously using Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm for both bulk and monolayer CdTe
until the net force on atoms is less than 10−6 Ry/a.u. and total energy changes are below 10−8 Ry.
To compute the ground state charge density including SOC, we employ a Γ-centered k-grids with
dimensions of 12× 12× 12 for bulk and 9× 12× 1 for monolayer. To obtain dynamical matrices and
eigenfrequencies from DFPT [108], we use 6× 6× 6 and 9× 12× 1 q-grids for bulk and monolayer
respectively.

Once electronic and phononic band structures of relaxed systems have been calculated, we evaluate
the electronic self-energy Σnk(T ) as defined in the Eq. (2.87) in the lowest order of the EP interaction
for a given electron band n, a wave vector k, and the temperature T using the EPW code [73]. With the
help of localised WF [178] we evaluate electronic eigenfunctions, eigenvalues and phonon dynamical
matrices on fine grids. We find that fine k and q grids of size 45× 45× 45 for bulk and 300× 300× 1
for monolayer CdTe are sufficient to converge the sum over q in Eq. (2.87).

We follow the same procedure as mentioned in section 2.4 of Ch. 2 to calculate the time evolution
of the photoexcited carriers. It should be noted that we use σ = 8.74 meV. The free parameter λ̃e/h
is adjusted such that the different electronic DOS in valence and conduction bands yields the same
number of photoexcited carriers at t = 0 fs. The thermalized distribution f thnk and ζ are same as defined
in the Sec. 4.2 of Ch. 4.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Structural, electronic and phononic properties

Bulk CdTe possesses the zinc blende structure with a relaxed lattice constant of |a| = 6.42 Å, see
Fig. 5.1(a), and shows Cd-Te bonds of mixed covalent-ionic character with lengths of 2.87 Å, in good
agreement with experimental values [179]. All the facets except [110] exhibit a polar surface and are
therefore unstable [180]. This is the reason, why we cleave CdTe along the [110] facet to obtain a
stable monolayer. As shown in Fig. 5.1(b)-(c), the monolayer unit cell consists of 8 atoms: 4 Cd, 4
Te, and each Cd atom is bonded to three Te atoms and vice versa. Due to the energy optimization of
the unit cell, exterior Cd atoms are pulled into the layer, resulting in a rippled surface. We find lattice
parameters of monolayer CdTe to be |a| = 6.20 Å, |b| = 4.48 Å, and Cd-Te bond lengths to vary in the
interval of 2.72 to 2.83 Å, in agreement with a previous DFT study of monolayer CdTe [181].

Fig. 5.2(a)-(b) shows the electronic band structures for bulk and monolayer CdTe along with the
corresponding DOS. Both materials exhibit a direct bandgap with the VBM and CBM located in the
center of the BZ, i.e. at the Γ point. As visible in Fig. 5.2(a), the bulk valence band at the Γ point is
four-fold degenerate, and the spin-orbit split-off band is shifted down from the VBM by about 0.8 eV.
The VBM of the monolayer is two-fold degenerate, but the degeneracy is quickly lifted away from
the Γ point, see Fig. 5.2(b). We construct WFs from the PW basis, and the excellent match between
WF-interpolated and PW-derived band structures demonstrates the quality of the WFs. DFT in the
LDA is not able to predict the bandgap values reliably, and more advanced methods are required for
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Figure 5.2: Electronic band structure calculated using PW and WF basis sets for (a) bulk and (b)
monolayer CdTe. The corresponding DOS is shown in arbitary units to the right of the band structure.
Phononic band structure for (c) bulk and (d) monolayer CdTe.

this purpose like DFT with hybrid exchange-correlation functionals or the GW approximation. We
compute DFT bandgap values for bulk and monolayer CdTe of 0.18 and 1.2 eV, respectively. To correct
the bandgaps, we perform a rigid shift of occupied and unoccupied electronic bands to match with
the experimental value of 1.5 eV for bulk and with calculations using the Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof
functional of 2.13 eV for monolayer CdTe [181, 182]. While the shift modifies the electronic gap
sizes visible in Figs. 5.2(a)-(b) and self-energy 5.3, the temporal dynamics studied in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5
are not affected by this choice. Since the electronic bandgap is much larger than maximum phonon
frequencies, see Fig. 5.2, electrons and holes thermalize separately in our model.

The phonon spectrum of bulk CdTe is well studied, and it shows LO-TO splitting of around 2
meV at Γ-point. Our result in Fig. 5.2(c) matches well with the phonon band structure calculated
previously [183]. Monolayer CdTe, featuring 8 atoms in the unit cell, gives rise to 3 acoustical and 21
optical modes with the highest LO mode energy of 23 meV reached between the Γ and X points, see
Fig. 5.2(d). This agrees with the DFT results of Ref. [181]. Positive frequencies throughout the BZ
ensure the dynamical stability of monolayer CdTe.
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Figure 5.3: Imaginary part of the EP self-energy in Eq. (2.87) as a function of energy at different
temperatures, and the carrier DOS for (a) bulk and (b) monolayer CdTe.

5.3.2 Self-energy and thermalization time

Fig. 5.3(a) shows the imaginary part of the self-energy Im[[Σnk(T )] for bulk CdTe as a function of
energy at different temperatures. The imaginary part of the electronic self-energy exhibits small values
from 0.75 eV up to 1.75 eV because of the two-fold spin-degeneracy in the conduction band, precluding
interband scattering. At higher energy Im[Σnk(T )] shows a sudden increase, reaching a plateau just
above 2 eV that is followed by a second step at 2.7 eV. These abrupt changes around 1.75 eV and
2.7 eV take place when the CBM at the L and X valley, respectively, enter the energy window. The
energy dependence of Im[Σnk(T )] follows the electronic DOS, because the latter determines the
available phase space for EP scattering events. In contrast to the degenerate conduction band, the
presence of multiple valence bands allows for both inter- and intraband transitions. As a consequence,
Im[Σnk(T )] increases smoothly with energy for holes. For electrons and holes, the EP scattering
increases in efficiency at higher temperatures because the number of phonons increases, facilitating
phonon absorption by both carrier types.

Fig. 5.3(b) shows Im[Σnk(T )] for monolayer CdTe. It keeps a constant value from 1.07 eV up
to 1.5 eV and then abruptly increases due to the local minimum in the conduction band around the
Y point. In the case of holes, Im[Σnk(T )] remains constant from −1.07 eV down to −1.2 eV and
then also increases due to the second VBM at the Γ point. The band structure becomes increasingly
complex at higher excitation energies away from the band edges, and multiple extrema in the electronic
band structure give rise to several peaks in Im[Σnk(T )] for electrons and holes.

To analyze the photocarrier thermalization time, we set the reference level for the excess energy
of hot holes and electrons to the valence and conduction band edges, respectively. Fig. 5.4 shows
the evolution of the hot-carrier population, starting from the initial one comprising 1017 cm−3 and
1011 cm−2 hot carriers at an excess energy of 0.2 eV for bulk and monolayer CdTe, respectively.
The thermalized population is obtained from the Fermi-Dirac distribution, with the quasi-Fermi level
set to a value that reproduces the same carrier concentration as initially present. This assumption is
valid as long as the photocarrier thermalization is much faster than the electron-hole recombination.
Recombination times for carriers in bulk CdTe are reported[184] to vary from 670 to 60 ns at
concentrations from 1016 to 1017 cm−3. Fig. 5.4(a)-(b) shows the hot carrier populations for bulk CdTe.
The spin-degenerate conduction band limits the EP scattering, slowing down electron thermalization
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Figure 5.4: Temporal evolution of hole (left column) and electron (right column) populations, calculated
separately using the Boltzmann equation in the RTA for (a)-(b) bulk and (c)-(d) monolayer CdTe at
T = 10 K. The initial carrier excess energy, counted from the respective band edges, is 0.2 eV. Initial
and final populations correspond to photocarrier densities of 1017 cm−3 for bulk and of 1011 cm−2 for
monolayer CdTe. The color scale indicates the time evolution (red for early, blue for late times). Note
that the Gaussian shape of the thermalized population is a consequence of our choice to represent the
delta function in Eq. (2.95) by a Gaussian.

substantially as illustrated by the blue color. In contrast, the holes thermalize much faster because
of the broken degeneracy away from the VBM, allowing for both inter- and intraband scattering.
Fig. 5.4(c)-(d) demonstrates that electrons and holes thermalize approximately at the same rate in
monolayer CdTe, but the rate is much higher than in the bulk case. The reason becomes clear from
Fig. 5.2(c)-(d): Monolayer CdTe possesses a rich phonon spectrum that provides much more scattering
channels than its bulk counterpart.

Fig. 5.5 summarizes our main outcomes regarding the thermalization time τth, defined in Eq. (2.94).
We study τth as a function of temperature over a range of excess energies |ζ| = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 eV. In
the case of bulk CdTe, holes thermalize approximately two orders of magnitude faster than electrons
at the same excess energy, see Fig. 5.5(a)-(b). In the case of monolayer CdTe, the hole and electron
thermalization times are of the same order of magnitude. But interestingly there is either very weak or
almost no change of the τth for electrons up to an excess energy of about 0.5 eV due to the degenerate
conduction band and the constant DOS in this region. Thermalization times generally shorten with
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Figure 5.5: Thermalization time for holes (left column) and electrons (right column) as a function of
temperature over a range of initial excess energies for (a)-(b) bulk and (c)-(d) monolayer CdTe.

increasing temperature, and the reduction accelerates at temperatures above 100 K. Fig. 5.5(c)-(d)
suggests extremely fast thermalization (τth < 20 fs) in monolayer CdTe at high temperatures about
600 K. Nearly identical thermalization times for electrons and holes at low excess energies arise from
a comparable DOS around the conduction and valence band edges.

It is instructive to compare our findings regarding thermalization time with pump-probe spec-
troscopy data. Unfortunately, data for monolayer CdTe is not available yet. The thermalization time in
bulk CdTe can be deduced from polarization-resolved pump-probe experiments [173–175]. We can
assume that the photocarrier occupation is thermalized once the oppositely polarized probes become
indistinguishable. This corresponds to the pump-probe delay time of the order of 10 ps [174, 175] but
the time may be lower in doped samples [173]. In particular, Ma and Leng [175] report the relaxation
time of 53 ps at 70 K with excess energy of 0.05 eV. Our calculated thermalization time for electrons
at excess energy 0.1 eV is 65 ps and 20 ps at 10 K and 100 K, respectively. The agreement justifies
our approach to some extent and makes to believe that our predictions regarding monolayer CdTe are
correct as well.
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5.4 Conclusions and outlook

We have studied the carrier thermalization in bulk and monolayer CdTe within a range of up to 0.8 eV
away from the band edges. At low temperature, the photoexcited carriers in bulk CdTe thermalize on a
0.1–100 ps timescale, whereas in monolayer CdTe this process completes within 10-100 fs. Increased
temperatures generally reduce the thermalization time. Our observations are consistent with the current
understanding that reduced dimensionality alters the EP scattering rate [6] drastically changing carrier
thermalization. The thermalization time also depends on the excitation energy and is, in general,
substantially reduced, if the carriers are excited far away from the band edges. Our most unexpected
observation is that the photoexcited electrons in monolayer CdTe comprise an exception from this
rule: Their thermalization time does not depend on excess energy up to about 0.5 eV. We attribute the
behavior to a parabolic conduction band that forms in the monolayer and whose band minimum is well
separated from the other conduction bands.

One of the promising strategies for increasing the amount of work done per absorbed photon is
speeding up the photocarrier extraction into the external electrical circuit [7]. The carriers are then
collected, while they are still hot or even out of thermal equilibrium. The saved excess energy can then
be utilized for increasing the photoresponse. 2D materials might offer unprecedented opportunities
along this path: Their thickness is so small that the photoexcited carriers could be extracted well before
they thermalize and reach ambient temperature by means of phonon emission. The mechanism has
recently been studied in a graphene-based vdW heterostructure [77]. The hot photocarriers are filtered
out by a potential barrier so that only the carriers having high enough excess energy can contribute
to the photocurrent. However, the photocarrier thermalization time usually drops substantially with
increasing excess energy, as one can see in Fig. 5.5(a)-(c). This is also true for other popular 2D
semiconductors, including MoS2 or WSe2. Hence, high excess energy and slow thermalization are two
conflicting requirements which are probably impossible to satisfy at the same time. Our main result,
shown in Fig. 5.5(d), suggests that monolayer CdTe is a great exception: electron thermalization does
not significantly depend on excess energy. Clever utilization of this effect may help to circumvent the
problem of hot photocarrier extraction.
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Chapter 6

Additional project: Layer dependent
absorption studies for few-layer GaSe

In this chapter, we present our experimental and theoretical results for the layer dependent absorption
spectra of ε-GaSe crystal. We measure the optical absorption via highly sensitive differential transmis-
sion measurements. We calculate the band structure and absorption spectra within RPA of ε-GaSe w.r.t
number of layers ranging between 1-12 and bulk. Experimental results are briefly discussed in the
Sec. 6.2.1 of Sec. 6.2 and for the experimental setup and details, we refer to Ref. [11]. Theory results
are explained more elaborately in the Sec. 6.2.2 of Sec. 6.2. A transition from direct to indirect bandgap
is seen and the VBM changes from parabolic to inverted Mexican-hat shape when the thickness of
crystal is less than 8 layers. Below, 8 layer thick ε-GaSe crystal excitonic signal in the transmission
spectra is lost. We explain this suppression of excitonic signal with a simple analytical model and
relate it to the change in the band structure. The experiments were carried out by Dr. Budweg and Dr.
Brida of Prof. Leitenstorfer’s group at University of Konstanz. We come up with one publication from
this work [11] and this chapter up to large extent is taken from our published work [11].

6.1 Structure of GaSe

GaSe is a group III-VI semiconductor, forming crystals with a hexagonal layered structure. Individual
layers consist of four atomic planes in a Se-Ga-Ga-Se order and interlayer bonding arises from weak
vdW forces. In the ε-GaSe polytype the stacking follows an AB sequence, corresponding to the
non-centrosymmetric space group D1

3h[185, 186]. Thickness values between 0.8 and 1 nm are reported
for a GaSe monolayer [187–189]. Fig.6.1 displays the crystal structure of a double layer of GaSe in (a)
side and (b) top view, stacked according to the ε polytype. At room temperature, bulk GaSe exhibits
a quasi-direct bandgap of approximately 2 eV. The VBM is at the Γ point, while the global CBM is
positioned in proximity of the M point. However an almost isoenergetic local minimum exists at the
Γ point, exceeding the M valley by only 10 meV [190]. The direct exciton with a binding energy of
19 meV is also located at the Γ point, in close energetic vicinity to the direct and indirect interband
transitions [185, 191].

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Experiment

Fig. 6.2 depicts pump-probe measurements at different temperatures and as a function of the GaSe
sample thickness. The blue-shift of the photon energy in Fig. 6.2(a) associated with the exciton
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Figure 6.1: Schematic crystal structure of ε-GaSe viewed perpendicularly to the (a) y- and (b) z-axis.
Yellow and violet spheres represent selenium and gallium atoms, respectively.

transition as extracted from these experiments. In detail the values are extracted from the pump-probe
spectra by tracking the probe wavelength associated with the maximum signal in the differential
transmission. Fig. 6.2(b) shows the magnitude of the excitonic signal as a function of the GaSe sample
thickness. The dashed lines represent linear fits of the data points for thickness values up to 16 nm. It
is clear that the excitonic signature vanishes for flakes thinner than 8 nm. Importantly, a significant
residual signal cannot be hidden under the technical noise of the experiments, since the limit of the
sensitivity is 10−5 (dotted black line in Fig. 6.2(b)).

A similar reduction in signal strength, as observed in our data, was recently reported for the
photoluminescence of GaSe and attributed to rapid oxidation of thin flakes [192]. In contrast, we
prevent oxidation of some samples by passivating them with a layer of Si3N4 right after exfoliation.
Both sample sets, with and without passivation, display the vanishing signal at excitonic transitions,
thus excluding oxidation as its origin. Instead, we tentatively attribute the observed behavior to a
fundamental shaping of the valence band structure [193] in few-layer GaSe combined with substrate
screening, as explained in the theory Sec. 6.2.2.

6.2.2 Theory

The band structure of single-layer GaSe has been calculated and studied thoroughly [193–197], and
band calculations for few-layers have been performed both for the β-GaSe polytype [193] and the ε
polytype [198]. For the ε-GaSe polytype, which is relevant for exfoliated samples [199], we perform
ground state electronic structure calculations using DFT within LDA [62], as implemented in the
open-source package QUANTUMESPRESSO [63]. We employ a PW basis set with a kinetic energy
cutoff of 80 Ry and a charge-density cutoff of 320 Ry together with fully relativistic norm-conserving
pseudopotentials [106]. For the bulk we use a Γ-centered 16× 16× 3 k-grid. Few-layer structures
are calculated by keeping the distance between periodic images constant at 18 Å along the stacking
direction [z-axis in Fig. 6.1(a)] and the BZ are sampled with a 12 × 12 × 1 k-grid centered at the
Γ point. Geometries are subsequently optimized by using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
algorithm until the net force on atoms is less than 10−4 N Ry/a.u. and the total energy change is below
10−6 N Ry, where N is the number of GaSe layers in our supercell. We consider SOC in the band
structure calculations but omit it in geometry optimizations, since it does not play a major role in that
step.

The evolution of the highest valence band (HVB) and the lowest conduction band (LCB) is shown
in Fig. 6.3(a). Since splitting of the bands around the Γ point is small, only one spinor-component is
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Figure 6.2: Measured energy position (a) and signal strength (b) of the maximum transmission change
after optical excitation for different GaSe areas with thicknesses ranging from 8 to 25 nm and at
temperatures of 4.2 K (blue circles), 180 K (red squares) and 294 K (black triangles). The arrows in
panel (a) mark the energy of the exciton transition in bulk samples for each temperature. In panel (b),
the dashed lines represent linear fits of the data points while the inset shows the same information on a
logarithmic scale. The dotted line represents the noise level of the experiments.

displayed. Similar to previous reports [193, 198], our calculations show that the HVB evolves from
a parabolic shape to an inverted Mexican hat by reducing the number of layers. In this process, the
effective mass of the holes changes from positive to negative at the Γ point. This transition occurs
at the critical value of 8 layers, where the HVB is approximately flat around the center of the BZ.
In contrast to the HVB, the curvature of the LCB is qualitatively unaffected by the GaSe thickness,
exhibiting a parabolic shape equivalent to a positive effective mass of the electrons. As shown in
Fig. 6.3(b), the gap between the LCB and HVB at the Γ point increases with decreasing layer thickness,
as expected from quantum confinement effects due to dimensionality reduction.

We investigate further the absorption spectra of the layers by computing the complex dielectric
function ε(E) = ε1(E) + iε2(E) within the RPA using QUANTUMESPRESSO [63]. While we neglect
excitonic effects in this approach, we concentrate on vertical transitions within the single-particle band
structure, leading to non-interacting electron-hole pairs. The complex dielectric function ε2(E) is
defined as
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6.2. RESULTS

Figure 6.3: (a) Evolution of HVB and LCB with increasing number of layers for the ε-GaSe polytype.
(b) Change of the DFT bandgap at the Γ point. (c) Absorption spectra of 4, 8, 12 and 15 layers
calculated within RPA as a function of the photon energy. The spectra are plotted relative to the
bandgap at the Γ point and are normalized to a single-layer, as described in the text. Solid lines show
ε12(E), if the light is polarized out-of-plane [ε12,zz(E)], dashed lines are for the in-plane direction
[ε12,xx(E) = ε12,yy(E), see Fig. 6.1].

ε2α,β(E) = 1− 4π
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∑
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where α, β = x, y and, z. Λ, η are the intersmearing and intrasmearing respectively and Nk are the
number of k-points. The momentum transition matrix elements Mα,β is written in terms of single
particle Bloch function unk and momentum operator p is written as

Mα,β = 〈un′k|pα|unk〉〈unk|p†β|un′k〉. (6.2)

We find that without SOC transitions from the HVB to the LCB at the Γ point are strictly forbidden
in all structures of the ε-GaSe polytype independent of layer thickness, if the light is polarized in-plane.
Selection rules are changed, however, with the inclusion of SOC, making such transitions weakly
allowed, as has been pointed out for the bulk and single-layer cases [185, 200]. We note that stacks
with even layer numbers possess point-group symmetry C3v, while those with an odd number are of
D3h symmetry. In the RPA calculations we use a 50× 50× 1 k-grid to obtain the in-plane (straight
lines) and out-of-plane (dashed lines) components of the imaginary part of the dielectric function, as
depicted in Fig. 6.3(c), which is proportional to the absorption coefficient.

The absorption spectra are normalized to a single-layer by plotting ε(1)
2 (E) = Lε2(E)/Ls, where

Ls is the thickness of the GaSe sample and L is the total thickness of the supercell perpendicular to the
stack, thus also including the surrounding vacuum. Fig. 6.3(c) shows that, within our assumption of
non-interacting electrons and holes, the absorption of the individual layers does not change significantly
as the number of layers in the GaSe crystal is reduced and that it is stronger if the light is polarized
out-of-plane. However, the strongly focused beams employed in the experiments access both in- and
out-of-plane components of the absorption spectrum with negligible dependence of the differential
transmission signal on the angle of incidence onto the samples.

Since qualitative changes of the absorption based on band structure effects can be excluded in
a single-particle picture [see Fig. 6.3(c)], we now focus on the relation between the slab thickness
d and many-body interactions as characterized by the ground-state exciton radius R0. Assuming an
anisotropic hydrogenic model for Wannier-Mott excitons [35], we can estimate the exciton radius as
R0 = e2/2

√
ε‖ε⊥E0 . Using literature values [201] for the binding energy E0 = 19.7 meV as well as

for out-of-plane and in-plane dielectric constants ε‖ = 6.18 and ε⊥ = 10.6 respectively, we find R0

= 4.5 nm in the bulk limit. Surprisingly, the corresponding exciton diameter of 9 nm is very close
to the critical slab thickness, below which the excitonic signal disappears in the optical excitation
measurements [See Fig. 6.2(b)]. Once d ≤ 2R0 the 3D exciton does not fit the out-of-plane dimension
anymore and hence must be considered as a 2D entity. Apparently, this critical thickness corresponds to
just above 8 layers, where the valence band acquires the inverted Mexican hat shape with the in-plane
wave vector of the local band maxima k0 ≈ 0.1Å − 1 [see Fig. 6.1(a)]. Thus, the critical thickness
of about 9 nm (i) leads to the suppression of the exciton absorption line, (ii) induces a valence band
inversion, and (iii) separates the 2D and 3D regimes in the electron-hole relative motion. This suggests
that phenomena (i)–(iii) should be interrelated.

The valence band inversion may indeed lead to qualitative changes in the electron-hole relative
motion and exciton ground state. The radial wave vectors relevant for the excitonic ground state
formation lie below 1/R0. Since k0R0 > 1 in our case, both the valence and conduction bands
are characterized by a positive curvature at the relevant momentum scale, yielding a configuration
where both conduction and valence band states have positive group velocities. This contrasts with the
GaSe monolayer limit in vacuum [197], where the binding energy is predicted to be about 660 meV,
suggesting an excitonic radius at least one order of magnitude smaller than R0 estimated from bulk
parameters. Resulting in k0R0 > 1, this condition allows for the existence of conventional but tightly
bound excitonic states [202], since the valence band acquires the usual negative curvature at the scale
of 1/R0, leading to a negative group velocity for the corresponding states. In real samples like ours
this effect is however limited by the dielectric screening of the substrate. The energy shift of the main
excitonic feature in [See Fig. 6.2] is due to the increasing energy gap between the CBM and VBM as
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6.3. SUMMARY

is qualitatively confirmed by the values calculated in Fig. 6.3(b), where the typical underestimation of
the DFT bandgap has to be taken into account [64].

6.3 Summary

The thickness-controlled modulation of the optical properties provides attractive resources for the
development of functional optoelectronic devices based on a single material. The discovery of
this mechanism paves the way towards devices employing a single material with engineered band
topology in a controlled environment, where the layer number determines the properties of light-matter
interaction and complex adjacent functionalities can be integrated on a single chip.
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Chapter 7

Summary and outlook

In this work, we presented the theoretical calculations for photocarrier thermalization in various 2D
materials. We mainly looked at the carrier-phonon or EP scattering events by calculating the self-energy
within the lowest-order of perturbation theory. We also studied layer dependent absorption in the GaSe.

In the Ch. 2 of this thesis, we provided the theoretical model used in the photocarrier thermalization.
There, we started with the description of DFT based on Kohn-Sham equations, which we used to
calculate the ground-state properties of the materials. We gave a brief derivation of lattice dynamics
and introduced a relation for LO-TO correction term in polar materials at Γ-point. Next, we moved to
self-energy derivation, considering EP interaction as a small perturbation. We used Matsubara Green’s
function formalism in the grand canonical ensemble. The grand canonical ensemble allowed us to
take into account temperature in Green’s function and hence in self-energy. We ended this chapter
by describing the Boltzmann equation in steady state under RTA. In nutshell, we combined the DFT
and many-body perturbation theory with Boltzmann equation to calculate the excitation energy and
temperature dependent thermalization times of photoexcited carriers due to EP scattering. We explored
the carrier dynamics namely in graphene, MoS2, WSe2 and, CdTe.

In the Ch. 3 of this thesis, we studied photocarrier thermalization in intrinsic graphene. We carried
out calculations using ab-initio methods as described in Ch. 2 and supported our simulation’s results
by an explicitly solvable model. We found out that thermalization time varied from few hundred of
ps to few ten of fs over a range of temperature and excitation energies. Within low-temperature and
excitation energies (below optical phonon threshold), three order of magnitude change in thermalization
time was explained by the thermalization bottleneck in graphene and role of acoustical phonons in
thermalization was highlighted. The main outcome of this chapter was that at low-temperature and
excitation energies, phonon absorption became a rare event and phonon emission would require empty
states below Fermi-energy (which is already occupied). For these reasons, carriers thermalized by
acoustical phonons and took much longer time as compared to optical phonons.

In the next Ch. 4, we explored photocarrier dynamics of MoS2 and WSe2. We investigated the
effect of SOC and the role of optical and acoustical phonons on thermalization times. Without SOC at
low-excitation energy (0.08 eV) carrier thermalization was dominated by acoustical phonons except
for MoS2 electrons. Whereas, at high excitation energy (0.8 eV), optical phonons were dominant at
low-temperatures and acoustic phonons kicked in at a temperature greater than 100 K. On including
SOC, the acoustical phonon contributions were strongly suppressed at low-temperature and excitation
energies leaving optical contribution unaffected. For this reason, the thermalization of electrons and
holes was governed by optical phonons only at low T. We found that the phonon bottleneck persisted
even slightly above the highest phonon energy as long as low-temperature and excitation energies
condition was full filled. The major changes in the thermalization times were seen around the band
edges where the spin-splitting of the bands due to SOC was present. Based on tunneling time, we
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anticipated that the devices based on WSe2 would give more IQE than MoS2.
Ch. 5 comprised a comparative study of the photocarrier thermalization, between the bulk and

single-layer CdTe. Within the best of our knowledge, monolayer CdTe has not been synthesized in the
lab yet. With the help of DFT, we envisioned the dynamical stability of four-layer-thick monolayer
CdTe when cleaved along [110] facet of the bulk crystal. Though the calculated thermalization time of
the hot carriers was much longer in the bulk as compared to the monolayer. However, we observed
interesting phenomena in monolayer CdTe. Up to 0.5 eV of excitation energy, the thermalization time
for holes changed slightly and for electrons it remained constant with increasing temperature and
excitation energies. We associated this behaviour as a direct consequence of parabolic bands in the 2D
limit.

In summary of the photocarrier thermalization, (i) we found the existence of a phonon bottleneck
in graphene (ii) increase in the thermalization time due to the presence of strong SOC at the band edges
in MoS2 and WSe2 and (iii) constant thermalization time for parabolic bands in the 2D limit in case of
monolayer CdTe. We found our findings consistent with the current understanding of thermalization at
reduced dimensionality.

The last chapter of this thesis covered the study of optical absorption of a few-layer ε-GaSe. At the
sample thickness below 8 layers, the excitonic peak in the transmission spectra was suppressed. This
feature, we related to the change in the shape of valence band maxima through analytical model and
absorption calculations within RPA.

Let us close this section with a short outlook. We restricted ourselves to the low-excitation densities
and energies where the EP scattering dominated. For a generalization of our approach, it would be
important to include the carrier-carrier scattering in the model. We always studied the intrinsic
materials, whereas in real samples, defects can not be avoided and they also provide additional channel
for thermalization. It would be important to include the carrier-carrier and carrier-defect scattering
to make the model applicable for higher excitation densities, energies and realistic samples. DFT
underestimated the bandgap of materials in our studies, we used the scissor operator to make rigid
shifts in the band gaps. This crude approximation can be avoided by using the GW method and using
the correctly aligned the GW eigenvalues for the phonon calculations. This would correctly define the
slopes of the phonon band structure and reduce the errors in the EP matrix elements.
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Abbreviations

2D Two-dimensional

BZ Brillouin zone

CBM conduction band minima

DFPT Density functional perturbation theory

DFT Density functional theory

DOS Density of state

EP Electron-phonon

HVB Highest valence band

IFC Interatomic force constant

IQE Internal quantum efficiency

LDA Local density approximation

LO Longitudinal optical

LCB Lowest conduction band

MOSFET Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors

PV Photovoltaic

PW Plane-wave

RPA Random phase approximation

RTA Relaxation time approximation

SOC Spin-orbit coupling

TMDCs Transition metal dichalcogenides

TO Transverse optical

vdW Van der Waals

VBM valence band maximum

WF Wannier function
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